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Intro/Revelation**
**Feel free to skip right to the book. This section just tells my story of awakening.
It was 2008. Barack Hussein Obama just became the first biracial president of the
United States. Yes I voted for him believing the hype about hope and change.
What I didn’t realize is that change was coming…but not the change that America
was hoping for. The change that was coming was the destruction of a once great
nation; a nation that has turned its back on its principles. Life…liberty…and the
pursuit of happiness. This nation forgot about why we existed. That is to be a
shining example of a nation that appreciates the freedom that it was granted and
were able to stand up to those who attempted to oppress us. For those who also
remember, the economy experienced a recession. Something had to be done.
And something was done. The banks got bailed out. Which did nothing for John Q
Public but quite a bit for the banking executives and CEOs. At this point, I was
slowly becoming politically aware. I call this the Alex Jones syndrome. This is
where most people who begin waking up start at. The problem about this stage is
that it is fear-based. This make you a drag around other people.
However it wasn’t until 2010 that I started to be able to put the pieces together
that what was transpiring was something bigger than just corrupt government
attempting to destroy a once great country. What was happening in the United
States of America was happening to many other countries in the world. This was
about destroying countries that were efficient enough to stand on their own to
make them dependent on a global elite whose sole goal was complete control of
every man, woman and child on the planet. Once I learned and understood this, I
couldn’t focus on anything else. In that very moment, nothing mattered but trying
to warn as many people as possible about what was going on. The only problem is
that nobody cared. It was either they couldn’t believe that our government would

let anything so heinous happen to their citizens or that the information was too
intensive or too depressing to look into that people would just rather stick their
head in the ground like an ostrich, hoping that it would all just go away in time. I
knew better. So I did what many truth seekers did. I took to Facebook and shared
the information that I discovered. Everything from New World Order, to FEMA
camps, to gun control, to martial law, to RFID chips, to the Bilderberg group.
Especially during the year 2012. Again, nobody cared.
It got to the point that I became furious with the world and its apathetic ways and
went into seclusion to the point of self-destruction through the use of heroine
and looking at the rest of humanity with utter contempt. But it was at this time
that I realized that people did care for my well-being. Friend, family, associates,
and people I didn’t even know took to my Facebook wall with concern. I knew at
this point that there was hope and that I cannot stop fighting for the people. No
matter how great the cost may be. Even at the cost of my own life. So I went back
to my research.
This led to a discovery through transcendental meditation, psychedelics and
making some serious shifts in the way I lived. I experienced the spiritual side of
life. At that point I can say that I was, and never will be, the same person that I
was a few years ago. I’ve learned the life that we live is not reality, but a mere
experience of a fraction of reality. When I started really understanding this, it
changed my way of looking at life. I began to not take things as seriously
(although this is still a struggle for me to this day). This also led me to another
grand revelation. One that people may have heard, but do not quite understand.
The revelation being that we are all one. Not one is the physical-material sense,
but in the spiritual sense. We are all part of the infinite creator. To be more
accurate, all of us are the infinite creator experiencing multiple separate realities.
I also learned that there is a dark side to the interdimensional experience. That
being the archons. It was the Gnostics that coined this term. But they are also
known as demons. That’s when things started to come together. It was these
interdimensional entities that were the root cause of every sociopolitical and

psychological problem in the world of humanity. It was at this point in time that I
learned that these entities operated on fear. It was their food. So the only way to
deal with these entities was through love. While fear enticed them, love repulsed
them. It vibrated on a higher level that the archons did.
So here we are now in the year 2014. Between 2008 and now, a lot about me has
changed. I am not as obsessed with fame and wealth as I used to be. I don’t have
the same thirst for the pleasures of this world that I used to have (again, quite a
struggle to deal with). I am slowly starting to eat better, eating more organic
foods and avoiding fluoride like the plague. I do still eat meat, but a lot less of it
than a few years ago.
It was also this year that I came up with two notable things. One was the
Ascension Formula (I + I +D = A) and the Divine Dreamer Theory. I believe that
these two things will open the eyes of many about who we really are and what we
are capable of. We have been conditioned to believe that we have no power,
which is very untrue and serves the powers that be very well. If humanity is
conditioned to believe that they are powerless, they become desperate to look
for something outside of themselves to save them. Sound familiar Christians?
Another thing that became clear was through my research of the Mayan calendar.
Why did the Neanderthals become extinct? They refused to change!! We have a
choice as humanity. We either change and evolve, or we continue doing the same
things and go extinct. Yes it is that serious. We are at the same point in time that
the Neanderthals were at. Unfortunately there are those that refuse to change
and they will have to deal with the consequences. But this could also be a root
reason to why humanity is so afraid of change. This is because we have been
conditioned to have a normalcy bias as long as it gave us the false security that we
were used to. Anything that would knock us out of our comfort zone we were
extremely resistant to. This will be a big problem if we can’t outgrow this.
Anyway, The ARCHONicles was an idea that I didn’t plan. But I understand why it
had to manifest. The way I think about it is that I have been going about spreading

the word about the reality of life all wrong. One thing that I have learned about
humanity is that we are emotionally-driven. We thoroughly enjoy a story. So it
became clear as to why I had to write The ARCHONicles. It was a way to spread
the truth in the form of a story that people will enjoy reading. I was about to kill
two birds with one stone. So here is the result of over four years of research and
soul-searching crammed into one of three books that will be released.
I would like to give credit where credit is due. I would not be where I was in my
knowledge of things if it weren’t for a list of mentors that I have learned from to
start my own journey of knowledge. So a big dedication to David Icke, Jordan
Maxwell, Michael Tsarion, Mark Passio, Ilias Bafas, Bryan Kemila, Dennis Fetcho,
Larken Rose, the late George Carlin, the late Bill Hicks, Stefan Molyneux, Alex
Jones, and Jessie Ventura. If I left someone out, just know that you are in my
heart as well.

THE ARCHONicles: Book One
THE ASCENSION FORMULA

CHAPTER 0.5
2009. The place is Manhattan. Dr. Jeffrey Reeves, a clean-shaven,
Caucasian scientist in his mid 40s appears to be fleeing for his life. A
group of 8 men in NYPD SWAT gear are chasing him with assault rifles.
As Dr. Reeves is fleeing, the SWAT members are shooting at him.
“Freeze Reeves,” one of the officers yell. “You’re only making this hard
on yourself!” Dr. Reeves runs into an abandoned building, sprinting to
the third floor and desperately looks for a place to hide. He sees a
doorway which he heads through and sees an old desk which he quickly
hides underneath. He pulls out a piece of paper and a pen and begins
writing something.
“Whoever sees this, please know that there is a plan in the next five
years to enslave every man, woman and child to an unseen force of
extraterrestrials called the Archons. I know this sounds crazy, but you
have to believe me. I have put my life at risk by just talking about this. It
is now up to you to expose this plan and assist in the evolution of
humanity. So make sure to spread this gravely important formula that I
have created: I + I + D =A This is the only way humanity can be saved. If

we are not successful, we will face our extinction. Time is of the
essence.”
Dr. Reeves folds the piece of paper and stashes it directly under the
desk where he was hiding. Then the SWAT team of police storms the
third floor where he was hiding. Dr. Reeves pulls out a pistol ready to
shoot anything that moves. One of the officers quietly tiptoes over to
the desk where Dr. Reeves was hiding. The doctor seeing this, knowing
that it’s a matter of time before they kill him, aims his pistol at his calf
and pulls the trigger as the sound of a gunshot and a loud scream fills
the room. Another shot goes off. This time no scream. Dr. Reeves has
killed one of the officers. At this point, the other seven officers start to
quickly head to the area when they see their fellow officer lying dead
on the ground. Suddenly, Dr. Reeves pops up from behind the desk and
starts shooting at the other officers, which leads to the officers firing
their weapons resulting in a shootout. Dr. Reeves is shot dead due to a
total of 30 shots at his body, causing him to drop the gun and fall dead
to the floor. One of the officers slowly moves towards him to check his
pulse.
“He’s done. Let the captain know that we got him.” Another officer gets
on his walkie-talkie.
“Myers to Dispatch, Operation Risen Phoenix was a success.” As the
officers are working on clean-up, nobody discovers the letter that Dr.
Reeves wrote underneath the box. And nobody would discover it until
five years later.

CHAPTER 1
2014. The month is February. Darren Woodlawn, a 12-year old IrishItalian boy is sitting in the classroom. He has a bored look on his face.
As if he would rather be somewhere else. The classroom is holding 30
other students with the teacher Mrs. Parker, a middle-aged woman
with dark hair with grey streaks, wearing horn-rimmed glasses and a
brown pants suit.
“And so class, in order to combat climate change, these planes spray a
chemical into the sky that has a combination of aluminum and barium
that cools down the sun. Are there any questions?”
Another boy, Paul Morgan, who is the same age as Darren, raises his
hand. This causes Mrs. Parker to suck her teeth and roll her eyes.
“What is it Paul?”
Paul stands up at his desk and starts to ask his question.
“Wouldn’t spraying chemicals like aluminum and barium into the
atmosphere like that be hazardous to the health of humanity?”
Mrs. Parker starts to trip over her words searching for an answer to
give Paul. “Well Paul….”
“And wasn’t it proven that global warming, or what the establishment
now calls climate change, is a scam because temperatures haven’t been
rising since 1997”, argued Paul.
“Uh Paul”, Mrs. Parker said.

“And could it be possible that the planet has been warm because of the
sun and has nothing to do with human activity”, Paul continued.
“That’s enough Paul”, Mrs. Parker snapped. “Take your seat.”
Paul sits down as the other students giggle. The bell rings and the kids
start to depart.
“Okay kids, don’t forget to read chapter 7 and 8 in your textbooks. We
will be having a quiz tomorrow.”
As Paul is leaving, Mrs. Parker stops him.
“Paul,” Mrs. Parker says. “You are going to have to learn that there are
just some things that need to be left alone.”
Paul had a puzzled look on his face. “I don’t understand Mrs. Parker”.
“I’m talking about you asking the wrong questions instead of doing as
you’re told. As a student, you need to keep in mind that there is a level
of respect that is due to the teacher. You don’t question, you obey and
do the work assigned to you. Do I have to make you see the school
guidance counselor?”
“Mrs. Parker,” Paul replies. “How do you expect us to really be
educated if you are just telling us to have blind faith in the information
we receive?”
Mrs. Parker rolls her eyes once again. She takes a breath and begins to
explain. “Look Paul, there are just some things that are not in our
position to question. Sometimes we have to learn to fall in line and

conform. Trust me, it will be easier for everyone if we just learn to
accept the situations we are dealt.”
“So we should just accept the fact that our government is trying to kill
us”, Paul asks without flinching.
Mrs. Parker slams the desk. “That’s it! Guidance counselor! Go now!”
MY NAME IS PAUL MORGAN. I’M A TWELVE YEAR OLD BOY. AND I’M DEFINITELY FAR FROM
NORMAL. YOU SEE, MY PROBLEM IS THAT I HAVE ALWAYS HAD A CURIOUS NATURE AND A
THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE. NOWADAYS, PEOPLE JUST BELIEVE EVERYTHING THAT THE
GOVERNMENT TELLS THEM. THEY BELIEVE EVERYTHING THAT IS SAID ON TELEVISION. I HATE
TV. I ACTUALLY HATE ALL THE THINGS THAT “NORMAL” TWELVE YEARS OLDS ENJOY LIKE
VIDEO GAMES AND GOING TO PARTIES. I WOULD MUCH RATHER READ AND MEDITATE. IT IS
FOR THIS REASON I CATCH A LOT OF FLACK FROM THE OTHER KIDS.

As Paul is exiting Mrs. Parker’s classroom, there are two big boys
waiting outside and one of them knocks Paul to the ground. The boy’s
name is George Griswald. Just so you know, the kid is about 14 and is
still in the 7th grade. Sad isn’t it?
“Hey geek”, George snaps. “If you’re so smart why did you just trip
yourself?”
George and his friend laugh, high-five each other and walk away.
Paul gets up, picks up his books and continues to make his way to the
guidance counselor. When he gets to the door of her office, he knocks
twice awaiting an invitation to come in.
I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT MRS. PARKER THINKS WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY ME TALKING TO THE
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR. I ALWAYS WONDER WHY HUMAN BEINGS FELT LIKE THEY HAD TO BE
TOLD WHAT TO DO AS IF THEY WEREN’T CAPABLE OF SOLVING THEIR OWN PROBLEMS AND

THAT THEY HAD TO LOOK TO AUTHORITY IN ORDER TO GET THE HELP THEY THINK THEY
NEED. THIS SHOULD BE INTERESTING.

“Come in Paul”, Guidance Counselor Josie Daniels says.
Paul opens the door to Mrs. Daniels’s office and sees her sitting at her
desk with her grey business suit and short brown hair up to her
shoulders looking about 35 years old.
“Have a seat. Mrs. Parker told me to expect you.”
Paul sits down in the chair in front of Mrs. Daniels’s desk.
“Mrs. Daniels”, Paul says before she could utter another word. “In
order to not waste each other’s time I think it would be best to tell you
what happened so that I can get out of here. Mrs. Parker was talking
about climate change which I believe to be a lie in order to condition
people to think that it’s okay for the government, which is in turn a
corporation run by other corporations, to spray poisons like aluminum
and barium into the air that we breathe in order to cull the population.
So I asked her questions like why haven’t the temperatures been rising
since 1997 and could it be possible that the planet gets warm because
of the sun. Then she says that it’s best not to question and just accept
things as they are which I find rather ignorant if you ask me. So then all
of a sudden I get sent here to tell you this story just so you can tell me
the same thing she did.”
At this point Mrs. Daniels has a look of disappointment on her face with
a sprinkle of horror.

“I take it by your silence and your look that we are done here. Sorry to
waste your time.” After saying this, Paul gets up from his seat and exits
Mrs. Daniels’s office.
Waiting outside of the guidance counselor’s office is Paul’s best friend,
Darren Woodlawn, a 12-year old boy with blonde hair, vanilla skin, and
blue eyes. He sees Paul leaving and heads toward him.
“So,” Darren says. “What did the guidance counselor say?”
“Actually nothing,” Paul replies.
Darren and Paul exit the school, hop on their bicycles and begin to ride
home. Darren rides directly next to Paul as they continue their
conversation.
“So my Aunt Darlene was trying to get me to attend church with her on
Sunday. I really wonder how people can sit through things like that.
They are so boring,” Darren says.
“Yeah I don’t do church”, Paul replies. “Some guy in a funny looking
costume trying to sell you salvation by telling you to put money in a
collection plate and surrender your life to some savior who allegedly
died 2000 years ago because some man and woman ate some fruit that
gave them the ability to see. Sounds like a huge waste of time to me.”
“You know Paul. People in school say a lot of things about you,” Darren
tells him. “They say that you’re really weird and that you’re a
troublemaker and you never just do what is told of you.”
“And does that bother you Darren,” Paul asks.

“No not at all man. But I just don’t want people to give you flack
because you act, well….different,” Darren answers.
“Well I would rather be different and unique then the same as
everyone else and mediocre,” Paul says.
Darren and Paul make it to their houses. They live right next door to
each other. As they pull up, Paul’s mother Maria opens the door and
comes out of the house with $10 in her hand.
“Oh good I’m glad that you’re home Paul,” Maria says. “I need you take
your bike down to the store and pick up some milk for me.”
Maria hands Paul the $10 bill and he takes it. “Okay mom.”
“And Paul, I need every last cent of my change back. No picking up
those organic honey-crisp apples that you always get. They are way too
expensive.”
Without replying, Paul takes his bike and rides to the store. As he is
riding, he turns his attention to an abandoned building. This is the same
building where Dr. Jeffrey Reeves was killed five years ago. As Paul is
looking at this building, he starts to have flashes of the incident that
took place at that time. He could see Dr. Reeves writing the note and
stashing it under the desk. He can also see Dr. Reeves being shot at
multiple times by the SWAT police. After his flash, he decides to go
inside the abandoned building. When Paul enters it, he notices the rats
running around, and how dusty and unpleasant it looks in there. As he
is looking around he starts to make his way up the stairs. He stops at
the second floor, notices that there are a lot of floorboards missing,

meaning one wrong step could lead to one unpleasant drop down to
the first floor. He begins to move on to the third floor and spots the
doorway where Dr. Reeves ran to five years ago. He walks towards it
and through it and spots the desk. Upon seeing this, Paul is reminded of
his flash that he had before he entered the building. He walks to the
desk and looks underneath it where he finds a folded piece of paper. He
unfolds it revealing the letter that Dr. Reeves wrote back in 2009 for
someone to discover. As Paul was getting ready to read it, he hears
something, forcing him to hide behind the desk. All of a sudden an
entity appears in the building from out of nowhere. This entity
resembles the look of a grey alien with wide black eyes, a rounded out
triangle looking head and pale grey skin that seems to be looking for
someone or something. Then seconds later, another entity appears out
of nowhere, this one with a more reptilian look.
“Have you found it yet,” the reptilian entity asked the grey entity.
“No master, we haven’t found it yet,” the grey entity replied.
“Q-Zar, you know how important it is that we find Reeves’s Ascension
Formula. Those disgusting humans must never find it out for if they do
our plans to conquer this planet will be doomed”.
The reptilian entity is known as Triptor, an archon and a leader of the
Draconian Federation. The grey entity is his archon servant Q-Zar. They
are both from the 4th dimension, a higher vibrating reality than the 3rd
dimension that humanity resides in now. Q-Zar spots the desk that
Reeves hid behind five years ago and where Paul is hiding behind right

now. Q-Zar starts to make his way over there to investigate but then is
stopped by Triptor.
“Q-Zar”, Triptor says “We can only remain in this dimension for a short
time. We need to get back to the 4th. We will have our conduits look for
the Ascension Formula.”
“Yes my Lord,” answers Q-Zar.
Both Triptor and Q-Zar disappear, heading back to their own
dimension. Once they are gone, Paul comes out of hiding and looks at
the piece of paper that he found, paying attention to the formula
written on it: I + I + D =A. Not quite realizing that he is looking at
something that could very well save humanity, he puts the paper in his
pocket and leaves the abandoned building.

CHAPTER 1.5
2006. Dr. Jeffrey Reeves is in his office, sitting at his desk flipping
through a big brown book. On the cover is the pyramid with the allseeing eye. As he flips through the pages, there is a wide variety of
things relating to the occult, metaphysics, esoterics, alchemy, and even
a subject dedicated to multi-dimensional entities and UFOs. There is a
knock at the door. Dr. Reeves fumbles to stash the book away.
“Who is it,” Dr. Reeves asks.
“It’s Andrews, Reeves,” the voice behind the doors replies.
Dr. Reeves breathes a sigh of relief and then walks to the door and
opens it to invite Dr. Stephen Andrews, an African-American in his late
30s, with a crew cut. Dr. Andrews walks in and noticed that Dr. Reeves
is looking flustered and nervous.
“Hey are you okay, Jeff,” Dr. Andrews asks with concern.
“Uh, yeah Steve, just, uh…” Dr. Reeves begins to look around as if
someone is after him or bugging his office. He makes his way to his
desk and sits down. Dr. Andrews sits in the chair in front of his desk.
“So what was it that you wanted me to see about,” Dr. Andrews
inquires.
Dr. Reeves pulls out the book that he was perusing before Dr. Andrews
arrives. He hands it to him.
“Take a look at this,” Dr. Reeves commands.

Dr. Andrews looks at the book and then looks at Dr. Reeves and then
asks “What exactly am I looking for?”
“Turn to page 1111,” Dr. Reeves commands.
Dr. Andrews does what he says and finds the Ascension Formula. “What
is I + I + D =A,” he asks.
“Supposedly it’s a super secret formula that involves an event that the
powers that be do not want to become public knowledge,” Dr. Reeves
answers. “The first I is ‘Intellect’, the second I is ‘Intuition’, and the D is
‘Detachment’. When you add them all together, it leads you to A which
is ‘Ascension’. Steve, this is the formula that could lead to the evolution
of humanity.”
Dr. Andrews places the book down on Dr. Reeves’s desk and begins to
pace around the office thinking very deeply. He suddenly stops pacing,
turns to Dr. Reeves and asks “Is that what has been getting you so
worked up? It’s just some mathematical formula with no numbers on
it.”
“Don’t you get it Steve,” Dr. Reeves says as he stands up from his chair.
“There are some very important people that do not want this formula
getting out. You and I both know that the main goal of these very
powerful people that I speak of is to control every man, woman and
child on this planet. But if humanity can learn and apply this Ascension
Formula, the powers that be won’t be able to accomplish their goal.”
“So why tell me about this,” Dr. Andrews asks. “What do you think that
I will be able to do?”

“I have a theory that we are being controlled without our knowledge by
‘off-world’ entities,” Dr. Reeves answers.
“You mean aliens,” Dr. Andrews asks.
“I don’t think that it’s that simple,” Dr. Reeves says. “I think we are
dealing with some unseen force outside of this 3-dimensional reality.
You were dabbling in some research about multidimensionality. I
figured maybe you can go back into your research and show me what
you can find.”
“I don’t know, Jeff,” Dr. Andrews answers with reluctance. “If you really
did stumble onto something that very powerful people don’t want
getting out, this would put us at risk.”
“Well we will just keep it between us two,” Dr. Reeves says while
writing the Ascension Formula on a piece of paper, folds it and gestures
to hand it to Dr. Andrews. Dr. Andrews is reluctant to take it.
“Come on Steve,” Dr. Reeves says with assurance. “You are the only
one that I can trust. You know that anyone else will either believe me to
be crazy or they will rat me out. I need you.”
Dr. Andrews sucks his teeth and takes the folded piece of paper from
Dr. Reeves. “Give me three days to see what I can come up with. But
I’m not promising you anything.”

CHAPTER 2
2014. Paul Morgan is riding his bicycle back home with a shopping bag.
He pulls into the driveway and parks his bike on the side of the house
and enters the house from the side door. His mother Maria is in the
kitchen mixing something in a bowl. Paul takes the milk out of the bag,
opens the fridge, puts the milk inside and then closes the fridge. As he
is heading upstairs:
“Not so fast, young man,” his mother says to him. “Sit down. We need
to have a talk.”
Paul goes over to the dining room table and sits down. His mother
follows.
“Paul, you need to stopping shaking things up at school. Now your
teacher called me this afternoon and just when I thought it couldn’t get
any worse, your guidance counselor calls right after. So what do you
have to say for yourself?”
“Um, snitches get stitches,” Paul sarcastically replies back.
“See Paul this is what I’m talking about,” Maria stands up from the chair
and starts walking toward where Paul was sitting behind him and then
gives him a hug. “Paul I know you are not okay with how the world is
and I know that you believe things should be better. But you have to
realize that you cannot change the world. You can only change yourself.
Only then can the world change. From now on, just for the sake of your
teachers and guidance counselor and for my own sanity, can you just
keep your opinions to yourself?”

Paul sighs before answering. “Okay mom, I’ll keep quiet from now on.”
“That’s my little man. You know you can be anything you want right?
Maybe someday you can be the next President of the United States.”
Paul stands up from his chair.
“Well mom there are two problems with that, one, I don’t have blue
blood, and two, I’m not a puppet to the banking institutions. So there’s
no way I can be president.”
Paul starts to head upstairs to his room. His mother giggles, shakes her
head and goes back to mixing what was in the bowl.
When Paul finally makes it up to his room his telephone rings. He picks
it up. “Hello?”
“Hey dude, I thought I saw you pull in to the driveway.” It was his friend
Darren on the other side of the phone. “So did your mom give you the
third degree?”
“The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth degree,” Paul replies. “Hey do you
think that you can come over here real quick, I need to show you
something, and then I need to tell you something.”
“Why can’t you just tell me right now?”
“Just get over here,” Paul commands.
“Okay fine, don’t get testy,” Darren fires back. “Do you at least have
snacks over there?”
“Darren!”

“What,” Darren says. “I’m hungry!”
“Maybe we have some left over dog biscuits that you can snack on, just
get over here!”
Paul hangs up the phone. He then pulls the folded piece of paper that
he found in his pocket, unfolds it and start to examine the contents. He
notices the name of the person who wrote the letter.
“Dr. Jeffrey Reeves?” The doorbell rings. Maria goes to the door and
opens it to see Darren standing there.
“Hi Mrs. Morgan, Paul asked me to come over.”
“Hello Darren. Come on in, he’s upstairs.”
Darren enters the house and heads upstairs to Paul’s room. Maria
closes the door. Darren walks into Paul’s room to see him reading Dr.
Reeves’s note.
“So,” Darren says. “Where are the dog biscuits?”
“Really dude?”
“Hey I told you I was hungry.”
Paul hands Darren Dr. Reeves’s letter. “Take a look at this”
Darren scans the letter. “Dr. Jeffrey Reeves, I’ve heard that name
before. Wasn’t that the guy that was killed by the police five years ago?
Where did you find this?”
“I went inside of that abandoned building that Reeves was killed in and
found it underneath the same desk that he was hiding in when the

police were chasing him,” Paul answered. “I think they killed him
because of that letter.”
“Come on Paul,” Darren says. “The news said that they were trying to
capture Dr. Reeves because he was working on an explosive to blow up
the Brooklyn Bridge. They even found the chemicals that he was mixing
and a timer.”
“Really? The news Darren? Was this story reported before or after a
commercial for Viagra?”
Darren scratches his head. “It might have been after.”
Paul takes the letter from Darren and starts reading through it again
while pacing back and forth around the room. “Hey what are these
letters here: I + I + D =A?”
“What makes you think I would know that? I got a 68 in math,” Darren
replies. Then he takes the letter, looks at it and says “Plus it can’t be a
math problem because there are no numbers in it.”
Paul snatches the letter from Darren and looks through it again while
pacing and then suddenly stops as if he spotted something important.
“According to this letter, this guy Dr. Reeves says that this formula
would assist in the evolution of humanity.
HEY THAT WOULD EXPLAIN WHY THAT REPTILE LOOKING THING AND THAT
GREY ALIEN WERE SO COMMITTED TO FINDING IT. I BETTER NOT TELL DARREN
ABOUT THIS. AT LEAST NOT YET. REPTILES AND GREY ALIENS APPEARING OUT
OF THIN AIR FROM ANOTHER DIMENSION MAY FREAK HIM OUT.

“Evolution of humanity,” Darren inquires. “You mean like how monkeys
evolved into humans?”
Paul glares at Darren as if he had seen a fairy dancing on his head. He
then pulls a box off of a shelf. It’s a box of dog biscuits. Paul hands it to
Darren. “Here, bon appétit!”
“Oh boy, thanks,” Darren says with gratitude. He looks at the box. “Oh
boy, bacon and cheddar!” He pulls one out and begins chewing on it.
As Darren is feasting on his snack, Paul goes to his desk where his
computer is and goes on ‘Google’ and does a search for I + I + D =A and
‘evolution of humanity’. This led him to a few conspiracy theory sites.
Paul decides to try the first one. It is an article by an independent
journalist. The headline reads ‘REEVES MURDERED BECAUSE OF ASCENSION
FORMULA’.
“Hey Darren, come take a look at this,” Paul commands.
Darren walks over with the box of dog biscuits in hand, still eating them
one by one. Paul grabs the box from him and says, “You’ve had enough
of these”.
Darren looks at the headline. “Ascension Formula,” he says. “Is that
what this I + I + D =A thing is? What would this have to do with ascension?
Come to think of it, what is ascension?”
Paul types a few things on the computer, finding an explanation for
ascension. He finds something. “Ascension has to do with spiritual
enlightenment. It means to rise from your lower self to your higher

self,” Paul answers. Paul looks from the computer screen to Darren.
“Well at least we know what the A stands for.”
“So,” Darren says. “Is that like rising from your butt to like your head?”
Paul grabs the box of dog biscuits and hands them to Darren. “Here
have some more dog biscuits Fido.”
“Oh boy,” Darren says with joy as he grabs the box from Paul.
At that moment, Paul has a flash to what the archons (the reptilians
and the grey alien) said about the ascension formula.
TRIPTOR
“Q-Zar, you know how important it is that we find Reeves’s ascension formula.
Those disgusting humans must never find it out for if they do our plans to conquer
this planet will be doomed.”

Paul flashes back to real time. “Q-Zar,” he says.
As Darren continues to eat his dog biscuits, he asks “Who’s Q-Zar?”
Paul realizes what he says. “Oh nothing. Why don’t you take those dog
biscuits back home with you? I need to research some things. Then we
need to meet back at that abandoned building after dinner.”
“We,” Darren asks. “But that includes me, unless you have an imaginary
friend in your pocket.”
“Look Darren, we have stumbled on to something big and it is our
responsibility to find out all we can about it.” Paul takes a book off the
shelf and stashes Dr. Reeves’s letter in it, closes the book and puts it
back on the shelf.

“But I didn’t do anything,” Darren replies back. “You went into the
building, you found the letter and you did the research. All I did was eat
dog biscuits.”
“Well then we finally found something that you’re good at,” Paul says
and then starts to push him towards the exit. “So like I said, meet in
front of the house after dinner. You know where the exit is. Bye now.”
Paul immediately closes the door.

CHAPTER 2.5
2006. Three days later from the time Dr. Reeves and Dr. Andrews have
last spoke. Dr. Reeves is in his office. He is reading a research paper
about a specific entity called an ‘archon’. He sees that there are
different types of archons from the grey aliens to the reptilian entities.
There is a knock on his office door. The knock alarms him. He opens his
top drawer and pulls out a pistol. Then he slowly moves towards the
door.
“Who is it,” he asks.
“Jeff, it’s Steve. Open up man.” The voice is Dr. Andrews.
Dr. Reeves breathes a sigh of relief and opens the door to let Dr.
Andrews in. Dr. Andrews spots his pistol and jumps.
“Geez Jeff, what’s with the gun?”
“Sorry Steve,” Dr. Reeves says apologetically as he puts it in his pocket.
“You just can’t be too careful.”
Both gentlemen walk towards Dr. Reeves’s desk and they both have a
seat. “So what did you find out,” Dr. Reeves asks.
Dr. Andrews hands him a pamphlet. Dr. Reeves takes it and starts to
peruse it. He notices that the same entities he saw on the piece of
paper he was reviewing before Dr. Andrews arrived were the same
entities on Dr. Andrew’s pamphlet.
“You stumbled on to something very peculiar, Jeff,” Dr. Andrews says.
“You were right about this being some inter-dimensional planetary

conquest. The pamphlet that you’re looking at right now is of a variety
of entities. They’re called archons. It’s quite an interesting subject. They
reside in the 4th dimension. It’s a dimension that vibrates higher than
the 3rd dimension that humanity currently occupies. There are a specific
group of archons that reside on Sirius. They are reptilian entities and
they have a slave force of grey aliens. What I found interesting is that
these entities go by many names if you do the research. Like for
instance, in the Bible they are referred to as demons, or the fallen
angels. In the Quran, they are known as the jinn. In the Sumerian
culture, they are known as the Annunaki. There’s even research that
points to the god of the Old Testament being the lead archon.”
Dr. Reeves looks up at Dr. Andrews in disbelief. “Oh my God. Do you
realize how the Judeo-Christian community would react to this
information? How do you think they would feel knowing that they may
very well be worshipping an archon?”
Dr. Andrews gets up from his chair and starts pacing. “Well that’s not
all. Not only is this tied to the Christian religion, but the archons may be
responsible for the creation of all the world religions and even
mainstream science as a form of mind control. According to the
research, Salvationism was used by the archons to make humanity
believe that they were incapable of being their own savior and that
they needed some external entity to be the middle man between you
and the Divine Creator. Sort of like how you must accept Jesus Christ in
order to get to heaven. The way you have to look at Salvationism is like
a malware program, like a virus. But for the spiritually aware, they
realize there is nothing external to you but that all is within you, which

is why all five senses are in your mind. So when you surrender your free
will to an external savior……”
“You sacrifice your divinity,” Dr. Reeves interrupts.
“Basically it’s like selling your soul to the devil,” Dr. Andrews adds.
“More accurately, you’re sacrificing your power to an illusion.”
Dr. Reeves gets up from his chair while staring at the paper he was
looking at before. “So then that explains why the archons would want
to do everything in their power to destroy the Ascension Formula,” Dr.
Reeves says with a moment of clarity.
“Jeff,” Dr. Andrews interrupts. “There’s more.”
Dr. Reeves slowly sits back down, attentive to Dr. Andrews’s every
word. “I’m listening.”
“The archons have conduits on this planet that enforce their will,” Dr.
Andrews continues.
Dr. Reeves leans back in his chair, focused on Dr. Andrews with extreme
interest. “Conduits, you say?”
“Yes, and this is where it gets very disturbing.”
“Oh, I believe we are way past disturbing, Steve,” Dr. Reeves answers
back.
“These conduits could very well be the politicians that are running not
just the U.S. Government, but all the governments of the world.”

Dr. Reeves sharply brings his chair back up from its leaning position.
“So, the President….”
“Yes.”
“And Congress….”
“Yes.”
“And the Prime Ministers….”
“All the government officials, or at least most of them are working in
cahoots with these archons. Even the royal familial dynasties play a
huge role in this archon plan for world domination,” Dr. Andrews says.
Dr. Andrews slowly rises from his seat and begins to fall into deep
thought with a mix of concern.
“One more thing, Jeff,” Dr. Andrews says as he interrupts Dr. Reeves’s
deep thought.
Dr. Reeves turns to Dr. Andrews facing him, paying attention to every
word he is about to say.
“These conduits, our political representatives operating within our
governments of the world, share the same DNA as the archons
themselves.”
“But wait,” Dr. Reeves replies. “That would make them….”
“Hybrids,” Dr. Andrews interrupts.
Dr. Reeves’s jaw drops. Then Andrews continues “Half human, half
archon.”

Dr. Reeves drops the pamphlet on his desk. The title page reads THE
ARCHONICLES.

CHAPTER 3
2014. Paul is in front of his house preparing his bike to go to the
abandoned building where he found Dr. Reeves’s Ascension Formula.
The time is 7:00pm. Darren approaches the front of Paul’s house
walking with his bicycle.
“You know Paul,” Darren said, “you still haven’t told me why you
needed me to come with you. You were the one who found that
doctor’s math problem.”
Paul looks around to make sure nobody is watching them. He then
grabs Darren and pulls him to the side of his house. Darren, not
knowing what is going on starts making a fuss. “Hey what’s with all the
grabbing and pulling?”
“Shhh,” Paul says to Darren. “Listen what I’m about to tell you is going
to sound absolutely insane, but I need you to have an open mind.”
“Okay,” Darren agrees reluctantly.
“Earlier today when I went into that abandoned building and found that
formula, I saw something really weird,” Paul tells Darren.
“You sure that you weren’t looking in a mirror,” Darren says jokingly
and giggles. Paul gives him a look as if he wants to smack him. Darren
sees this and stops laughing. “Sorry, I couldn’t help myself.”
“Anyway, I may be losing it, but the second that I found this formula,
there were two ….like….alien-types appearing out of thin air looking for
this formula,” Paul says.

This time Darren gives Paul a look of disbelief. “Alien-types Paul? As in
‘Take me to your leader’ alien-types? Gee Paul I knew you were weird,
but….”
“Look Darren,” Paul interrupts. “I know what I saw. But it’s not only
what I saw, it’s also what I heard them say.”
Darren, changing his look of disbelief into a look of interest, sets himself
down on Paul’s stoop. “What is it? Are they planning world domination
or something?”
“Honestly,” Paul replies, “that’s exactly what they were planning.”
Paul shifts his look back to a look of disbelief. He then quickly raises his
body up from Paul’s stoop and starts to pace. “Come on Paul. Aliens?
Men from outer space? I believe that you have crossed the ‘weird’
threshold into the ‘certifiably-insane’ threshold.”
“Okay, number one Darren,” Paul says, “I’m certain that they weren’t
men. Second, it’s 2014. Don’t you think at this point that the possibility
of aliens is viable? Third, the types of aliens that I spotted are interdimensional, not the ones that travel in unidentified flying-objects. All
those UFOs are just stage show by the government to make us think
that is how the aliens get around. You really need to stop watching
television.”
Darren’s look of disbelief changes into a look of confusion. So he tries
to interpret what Paul said in his own words. “So you’re telling me that
aliens don’t come from UFOs, they come from other dimensions?”

“In a general sense, yes.” Paul says and then continues on. “The entities
that I saw in the abandoned building looking for the formula
manifested in the 3rd dimension for a brief moment as 4th dimensional
beings. The problem is that they can only maintain in our reality for a
short time, or they get stuck here.”
“Where do you get all this info, Paul?” Darren asks.
“Simple. Whatever our school textbooks tell us, I look at the exact
opposite.” Paul answers.
“So I have one more itsy-bitsy irrelevant question to ask you,” says
Darren, obviously setting him up for something. “Why are you involving
me in this? Do I look like I want to be abducted by inter-dimensional
aliens? Do you think that I just got up one morning and say: ‘Gee, you
know what, I don’t want to go to the video arcade, I’d rather go on an
inter-dimensional suicide mission with Paul to be bait for interdimensional aliens for some math formula with no numbers on it.’?”
“Answer to question #1: I am involving you in this because I need you
for bait. Answer to question #2: I can tell you what you really look like,
but in some strange way I care about your feelings. Answer to question
#3: The only thing that you say when you wake up in the morning is
‘What’s for breakfast?’” Paul sarcastically responds to Darren as he gets
on his bike reading to head to the abandoned building. “Now come on,
I have to be back home by 8.” Paul rides out. Darren follows.
Paul and Darren arrive at the abandon building, walking their bikes
through the doorway of the entrances and resting them on the left side
of the wall. Darren pulls out a flashlight and turns it on. Paul does the

same. “Okay we need to get to the third floor. There’s a desk there
where I found the piece of paper. Maybe we can find something else
there,” Paul says.
“What else do you expect to find there?” Darren asks.
“I don’t know,” Paul replies. “But it wouldn’t hurt to take a look.”
Both boys make their way up to the third floor. Once they make it, Paul
spots the desk where he found the formula. He starts to have a flash.
His flash shows him that in the top left-hand drawer of the desk, the
pamphlet that Dr. Andrews gave Dr. Reeves to see in 2006 titled THE
ARCHONICLES is located in there. Paul comes back from the flash to real
time.
“There is something in the top left-hand drawer,” Paul says to Darren as
he points to the desk. Both boys go to the desk and open the top lefthand drawer to find the pamphlet titled THE ARCHONICLES. Darren pulls it
out of the drawer and flips through it. Then turns and stares at the title
page. “The Archonicles?” He says. “How did you know that these were
in here?”
Paul grabs the pamphlet from Darren and begins to thumb through it,
ignoring Darren’s previous question. He stops on a page that has a
picture of a reptilian. “Hey, this is one of the beings that I saw appear
out of nowhere today,” Paul tells Darren while pointing at the picture.
Darren sees it and expresses a look of disgust.
“So you basically saw a walking and talking alligator,” Darren asks with
a condescending tone. After Darren said that, Paul now opens the

middle drawer, finding another book. This time it is the brown book
with the All-Seeing Eye on it.
“This may come in handy,” Paul says as he puts the book in his book
bag. Suddenly, there is a sound heard which causes Darren and Paul to
react. The sound resembled that of something being zapped. Reacting
to the sound, the boys hide behind the desk. The sound turns out to be
the arrival of the Sirian Empire reptilian leader Lord Triptor and his grey
alien slave Q-Zar. Darren catching a glimpse of this reacts by almost
screaming but is stopped by Paul holding his mouth shut.
“Don’t do anything stupid,” whispered Paul to Darren. “You know,
besides the stupid things you always do.” Darren nods his head in order
to agree with Paul. They slowly crawl away from behind the desk, trying
their best not to be seen by the inter-dimensional entities in the room.
“I don’t get it my Lord,” Q-Zar says. “If the Ascension Formula wasn’t
here earlier, what makes you think that it’s here now?”
“Because Q-Zar, there’s always the possibility of locating something
that can lead us closer to the formula,” Triptor replies.
Q-Zar complies and he spots the desk where the formula, pamphlet and
occult book were found. He moves towards it and as he does that, Paul
and Darren as quietly as possible attempt to leave from behind the
desk and make their way back to the stairwell. Q-Zar reaches the desk
and telekinetically tips it over, which causes one of the drawers to open
where Q-Zar finds a pair of spectacles. Q-Zar grabs them.
“My Lord,” he says. “I believe that I may have found something useful.”

Triptor looks over towards Q-Zar’s way at what he has in his hand and
smiles.
“Great work Q-Zar! If the puny humans don’t have these precious
spectacles, they can never see what is beyond their own dimension.”
Triptor takes the spectacles from Q-Zar and destroys them with an
optic laser blast of light.
“Wow that was cool,” Darren mistakenly reacts. Realizing this, he
covers his mouth. But it’s too late. The boys were already spotted by QZar. The boys attempt to escape for their life. Q-Zar attempts to zap
them with his power but is unsuccessful, causing the boys to get away.
“Don’t worry master, I will get them.” Q-Zar boasts. However, Triptor
stops him.
“No Q-Zar. We can’t risk an attack right now.” Triptor looks on the
ground and spots Darren’s school identification. He picks it up and
smiles.
“Now this could be useful,” he says with delight. “Q-Zar, get in touch
with our conduits in the international banking sector. It looks like we
have a lead to the Ascension Formula.”
Paul and Darren are riding really fast on their bicycles trying to escape
what they just saw. They reach their houses and Darren suddenly stops,
gasping for breath. Paul stops as well. Darren tries to speak while
catching his breath and maintaining his composure.
“That….grey looking thing…..tried to kill us!”

“Yeah I noticed that,” Paul replied. “Especially when a certain someone
couldn’t keep their mouth shut.”
“What do you what from me, I’ve never seen a real inter-dimensional
grey thing try to kill me so excuse me for being a little freaked out,”
Darren exclaims. “What do we do now?”
Paul takes the brown occult book out of his bag and attempts to hand it
to Darren. Darren looks at the book without taking it and gives a look of
disbelief to Paul.
“What do you want me to do with that?” Darren asks. “I don’t even like
to read.”
“Hang on to it for now,” Paul answers. “Tomorrow at lunch we will go
over the material and try to come up with some answers.”
“Paul, I was just shot at by aliens,” Darren says. “What’s worse is that I
have no idea why. And now you want me to be in charge of their
special eye book?”
“We need to keep all the contents separated just in case they come
after us,” Paul says.
“Come after us?” Darren says with fear. “You just love making things
worse do you?” Darren takes the book and runs into the house without
saying goodbye.
Paul parks his bicycle on the side of the house and then enters. Another
day done.

CHAPTER 3.5
2006. Dr. Jeffrey Reeves is at his home in Garden City, Long Island. He is
in his study looking through the pamphlet that Dr. Stephen Andrews
gave him to read, cross-examining it with the brown occult book. In the
pamphlet, he sees the section about the reptilian archon entities. The
one that his picked up on was Triptor, who was labeled as the leader of
the Sirian Empire. It also stated that these entities have a reptilianprogrammed mind that is only concerned with survival, hedonism, and
controlling other people. It also stated in the book that humanity has
this mind as well, which is known as the ‘R-complex’. This tidbit of
information sparked Dr. Reeves’s interest as he sat up attentive to this
particular section. As this goes on, there is a knock at the study door
and woman voice calls out:
“Jeffrey? Dinner is on the table honey.”
It’s Dr. Reeves’s wife, Paula, a housewife in her late 30s with blonde
hair, blue eyes, slim, about 5’6”.
Dr. Reeves puts the reading material down, takes off his reading
glasses, and looks up at his wife and smiles.
“I’ll be there in a minute honey,” he tells her.
Paula smiles and closes the study door getting ready to head back
downstairs. As Dr. Reeves is wrapping up in the study, his phone rings.
He picks it up on the second ring, hitting the speakerphone button.
“Dr. Jeffrey Reeves,” he answers the phone.

“Jeff, it’s Steve,” Dr. Andrews replies back.
“Hey Steve. Look can I call you back? Paula has dinner on the table.”
“Actually no,” Dr. Andrews answers back. “This actually can’t wait. Are
you in front of a TV right now?”
“I’ve been trying to avoid TV for three years and now you’re asking me
if I’m in front of one?” Dr. Reeves irritatingly replies back.
“Yeah well, I think you may want to see what’s on right now,” Andrews
suggests to Reeves.
Reeves takes a deep breath, lets it out, and then heads to the living
room downstairs. Watching the TV now is Reeves’s ten-year old
daughter, Darlene.
“Sorry sweetie, daddy needs the TV for a minute,” he says to his
daughter as he grabs the remote in one hand and picks up the phone in
the living room with the other.
“But daddy,” Darlene sweetly replies, “you don’t even watch TV”.
“I know honey I won’t watch it for long. Daddy needs it for work.”
Reeves sits on the couch with his daughter and puts the phone to his
ear to speak with Dr. Andrews again.
“Okay Steve, what am I looking for?” Dr. Reeves asks.
“Turn to channel five,” Dr. Andrews commands.

Reeves takes the remote and flips to the channel he was told to go to. It
is a special report. On the TV, President of the United States Martin
Desmond is making an important announcement to the nation.
“My fellow Americans, it has come to my attention and the attention of my
administration that there are certain scientists looking into matters that concern
national security. There may be those within the scientific community looking to
blow the whistle on some alleged information involving other-worldly entities and
the rise of tyranny in this country. My advice to you, the American people, is to
pay no attention to these scientists. For these people are the truly the enemies of
this democracy. These people want to stir up trouble where there is none. America
has been and will always be a free country, but we will never be able to have that
true freedom if these scientists can come out and say whatever they want. So I ask
for the help of the American people tonight. I ask that if you become aware of
these scientists that choose to talk of the types of things that I have discussed and
bring them to justice in the name of national security. Thank you, God bless you
and God bless the United States of America.”

After this speech, Dr. Reeves hands the remote back to his daughter
and leaves the living room with the phone to his ear, getting ready to
speak with Dr. Andrews.
“Someone dimed us out,” Dr. Reeves concluded.
“Oh you think,” Dr. Andrews sarcastically replied. “That information we
dug up could not only cost us our careers, but now our lives and the
lives of our family.”
“Steve, calm down,” Dr. Reeves commands. “No one knows officially
that you and I were the ones that dug up the information about the

Archonicles and the Ascension Formula. We just have to keep it that
way.”
“Jeff, it’s a matter of time before they figure out that it’s us. The
government doesn’t leave loose ends. They will investigate, they will
discover and they will respond,” Dr. Andrews says with concern and a
bit of fear in his voice.
“Relax, I’m thinking.” At this point, Dr. Reeves is back in his study
gathering all the research and info about the archons and placing it in a
briefcase and locking it with a numerical combination. “Listen, I want
you to grab all the research you did involving this, get your family to a
safe and secure location, and then meet me at the office in an hour,”
Dr. Reeves tells Dr. Andrews.
“What am I supposed to tell my family, Jeff? You know my wife loves to
ask questions, especially about work,” Dr. Andrews says.
“Make something up,” Dr. Reeves commands. “That’s what I’m about
to do.” Dr. Reeves takes the briefcase with him and turns the lights off
in his study and locks the door.
“Remember. The office in one hour.” Dr. Reeves hangs the phone up.
He then enters his bedroom, lifts a picture frame, revealing a safe. He
begins to unlock the safe with the combination 60-62-60. The safe opens
revealing two stacks of cash which he removes out of the safe and a
pair of special spectacles. He then closes and locks the safe, puts the
picture frame in its place and leaves the bedroom. He then heads to the

living room where his daughter is still watching television. He picks up
the remote and turns it off. This causes Darlene to respond.
“Hey, I was watching that!”
“I’m very sorry sweetie, but we have something to do,” Reeves tells his
daughter. “Paula, come in here please!”
Paula enters the living room, automatically spotting the briefcase in Dr.
Reeves’s hands.
“Jeffrey, please tell me that you are joking,” Paula says.
“Paula, listen to me….”
“No,” Paula interrupts. “You listen. Now I have kept quiet about your
work. Even though I am not a fan of your career I still supported you.
But are you going to subject our ten-year old daughter to this torture?
Being out at all times of the night. Always missing important events like
when her basketball team made the playoffs.”
“Paula please,” Dr. Reeves lovingly says to his wife. “I promise that I will
pay penance for the things that I have missed, but I need you to listen
to me very carefully. Call your sister in Newburgh. Tell her that you had
an argument with me and that you and Darlene need to stay there for a
little while.”
“Jeff, what’s going on? Are we in trouble? Is someone after you?” With
every question asked, Paula is getting more nervous.
“It’s complicated sweetie,” Reeves tells her. “But the most important
thing to me is you and Darlene’s safety. So for the sake of that I need

you to take the car, drive up to Newburgh, and stay with Carrie until it’s
safe to return. Can you do that for me?”
Tears begin to roll down Paula’s face. But with her and her daughter’s
safety in mind, she reluctantly agrees to do what her husband says by
nodding her head. Then she kisses him like she will never see him again.
After the kiss, they look each other in their eyes before separating.
Reeves then turns his attention to his daughter. She gets a really good
look at her and gives her a great big hug.
“You’re leaving again aren’t you daddy.”
“Nothing gets by you, sweetie.”
“I learned from you. Will we ever see you again?”
“I would love to say yes to that honey. But do you remember that
whole conversation about being honest and keeping our promises?”
Darlene nods her head.
“Well I’m sorry honey, but this may be one promise that I may not be
able to keep. But if everything does work out, then I promise you that I
will be back. But right now I need you to be a big girl and look after
mommy. Can you do that sweetie?”
Darlene nods her head again. Then she wraps her arms around her
father as Reeves returns the hug.
“I love you daddy,” she tells him.

“I love you too princess,” Reeves tells his daughter. She then kisses her
on her forehead. “Okay you go with mommy now.” Darlene goes to the
car where her mother is waiting for her inside while it’s running. She
gets inside, buckles her seat belt and the white Ford Escort drives away
into the night as Dr. Reeves watches it from behind for possibly the last
time.
An hour later, Dr. Reeves is at his office. He gets a call on his cell phone.
He answers: “Dr. Jeffrey Reeves.”
“Jeff, I’m coming upstairs now,” Dr. Andrews says as he is walking up
the stairs to meet with Dr. Reeves in his office. “Do we have everything
that we need?”
“Yeah, I just needed to grab some things in here and we can make
tracks. How did it go with your family?”
“That’s something I would rather not talk about right now. Let’s just get
this done and done so I can see them again.”
Both men hang up their phones upon seeing each other face to face.
“So what’s our first move,” Dr. Andrews asks Reeves.
“We have to get in contact with Rita Norris from FPNN (Front Page
News Network),” Reeves suggests. “She is one of the few that works in
network news that will help us.”
Upon hearing the name Rita Norris, a look of concern comes across Dr.
Andrews’s face. Dr. Reeves takes notice of this.
“Problem Steve?”

“Uh, no,” Andrews answers. “Nothing I can’t handle.”
Although Reeves still felt that there was something that Andrews was
not telling him, he decides to leave it alone. The men have all their stuff
prepared and head down to their respective cars. Once in the parking
lot, the men get inside of their cars. Dr. Reeves starts his first and pulls
out of the parking lot. Dr. Andrews follows after. As the men are pulling
out, there is a third car in the parking lot. As soon as Dr. Andrews’s car
pulled out, this third car started and pulled out as well. Apparently this
is a car that was paid to spy on and follow the two doctors.

CHAPTER 4
2014. It is the next day. Paul exits his house, goes to the side by the
driveway, grabs his bike and starts to ride to school. Darren follows
behind with his bike and pulls to the side of him.
“You know Paul,” Darren says to him. “You still didn’t tell me what we
are going to do with that stuff that we found in that abandoned
building.”
“We both have study hall first period,” Paul replies. “We’ll go through
the material then.”
“Even if we do find something, what do we do with it? No one will ever
believe that we saw a talking alligator and grey alien with zapping
powers,” Darren said.
Paul hated to admit it, but he was right. There was no way that they
could just go to their teachers or the police with their discovery. The
boys had to be real smooth with their next play.
The boys pull into the school and ride towards the bike rack to lock
their bikes up. As soon as they finish they walk into the school together
and go straight to homeroom. Both sit at the same enjoined table that
holds two seats. Paul unzips his book bag and pulls out the pamphlet
entitled THE ARCHONICLES.
“Take out the all-seeing eye book,” Paul commands to Darren.
“What’s the magic word,” Darren asks.

“Um, hocus pocus?” Paul says to Darren sarcastically. Darren gives him
a look of annoyance.
“Just take the stupid book out,” Paul demands of Darren.
Darren rolls his eyes and sucks his teeth but does what Paul tells him.
As soon as Darren pulls the book out, Paul grabs it from him and begins
to flip through it. Something catches his attention automatically.
“Hey look at this,” Paul tells Darren. “Page 666.”
Darren looks at the page. On it is a picture of a microchip about the size
of a grain of rice.
“It’s a microchip,” Darren says. “”Either that or a very dark grain of
rice.”
“It says here that there is a plan to abolish cash and encode all financial
transactions, medical records, library book checkouts, criminal record,
blood type, and even the ability to grant you internet access on these
microchips,” Darren reads out of the occult book. “They want to
implant every man, woman and child on the planet with these
microchips by the year 2014.”
“2014? But that’s this year,” Darren says with concern. “How would
they get an entire global population to go along with something like
this?”
“The way the government always gets people to go along with
something people wouldn’t normally agree to,” Paul answers. “Using

fear. They’ll probably stage a false flag attack, like a mass abduction of
children.”
“Where do you come up with this stuff,” Paul asked.
Paul ignores him and continues to look through the book. Another thing
catches his eye. He begins to read out loud.
“It says here that the reptilians also go by the name ‘archons’.” Paul
turns his attention from the book to Darren. “Wasn’t the name of that
pamphlet we were looking through called THE ARCHONICLES?”
Paul and Darren turn their attention to the pamphlet and begin to flip
through that. He stops at a page that has the same picture of the
reptilian archon entity that was in the occult book.
“It also says in the all-seeing eye book that the grey alien entities are
also known as archons and they are a slave race of the reptilians,” Paul
continued. “These archons go by other names depending on the
religion. For example, in the Bible they are known as demons or fallen
angels. In the Quran, they are known as jinn. In Sumerian culture, they
are known as the Annunaki. They are all the same thing.”
“So wait,” Darren says. “These archons….they are demons too?”
“Apparently,” Paul replies.
Darren spots the homeroom teacher Mrs. Hoover walking in. “Paul,
teacher,” Darren warns Paul. Paul sees Mrs. Hoover and quickly stashes
the book and pamphlet away.

Meanwhile, at the nation’s capital in the Federal Reserve Bank, there is
a meeting taking place between seven international bankers. The
leader of the meeting is Lord Nelson Fauntleroy III, a trillionaire in his
late 70s with balding grey hair.
“Gentlemen,” Lord Fauntleroy begins the meeting. “This year begins
the year that we implement our New International System. As you
know, there is still a matter of getting the cattle to accept the
microchip. Once we have the microchip implanted into the serfs, we
will have total control over them. We will know where they go, what
they do, what they buy, what library books they check out, what
diseases they get. Total surveillance, zero privacy for the serfs, and
absolute power for us.”
One of the bankers raises his hand. This one is the owner of the Bank of
England. He goes by the name of Lord Phillip Rochester IV. He is about
the same age as Lord Fauntleroy and has a full head of grey hair and
horn-rimmed glasses.
“Fauntleroy,” he begins to speak. “How do you expect the serfs to
actually go along with the microchipping agenda? You may get some to
willingly accept, but most will reject it.”
“Yes you’re right, Rochester,” Lord Fauntleroy answers. “This means
that we must implement a cataclysm so massive that the serfs will beg
for a microchip implant. This is why we will go along with Operation
West Coast Nightmare.”
The international bankers begin to talk amongst themselves. Obviously
Operation West Coast Nightmare was a big deal.

“With all due respect Lord Fauntleroy,” Hans Grubeck, head of the Bank
of Germany intervenes. “Wasn’t Operation West Coast Nightmare
supposed to be implemented after all other operations were
completed?”
“Well as you know Grubeck, we have a deadline to implement our New
International System by this year, or everything collapses,” Lord
Fauntleroy replies. “As you also know there is a mass global awakening
occurring on the planet. The serfs are beginning to understand that
they are truly slaves to us and will begin to respond. Time is not on our
side. If enough of them wake up to the reality of the world, then we are
out of luck.”
There is a buzz going off on a special device that resembles an all-seeing
eye with a pyramid that catches all the international bankers’ attention.
“Okay you gentlemen know who that is,” Lord Fauntleroy tells the
other bankers. “Rochester, tint the windows. Grubeck, activate the flat
screen.”
Lord Rochester hits a button that makes all the glass windows dark so
that no one can look in or out. Grubeck pushes a button that causes a
screen to descend from the ceiling. As soon as the screen is lowered,
Lord Triptor appears on it.
“Greetings Lord Triptor,” Lord Fauntleroy says. “Let me assure you that
we are right on schedule and that the New International System will go
on without a hitch on time.”

“Well Fauntleroy I would love to believe you,” Triptor says. “But there is
a matter that requires your attention.” Triptor shows Darren’s school ID
to the bankers. “We have a lead on the Ascension Formula and it
connects with this disgusting little boy, Darren Woodlawn.”
“The Ascension Formula,” Grubeck says. “I thought that died five years
ago with Dr. Reeves.”
“Well it did not,” Triptor hisses back. “And if you ever interrupt me like
that again, I will personally come to that puny planet called Earth and
squeeze your eyeballs out of your pin head.”
All of the bankers look at Grubeck with disappointment. Some shaking
their heads.
“Fear not Lord Triptor,” Lord Fauntleroy assures. “It should be no
problem to get our hands on a little boy.”
“This is no time for senseless pride, Fauntleroy,” Triptor advises. “You
cannot underestimate these disgusting human parasites. If the
Ascension Formula is known and applied by them, they will have the
upper hand. They must never be able to harness the power of the
infinite for or we will not be able to control them. This will fit in quite
nicely with the next phase of our plan: Operation Terminator. Once we
successfully microchip the serfs, we can begin the transhumanist phase
of our agenda.”
As Triptor is explaining this, there is video of a human cyborg.

“The transhumanist agenda entails merging human with machine to
create a controllable, and most importantly, consciousless human
cyborg. Double the intelligence of a normal human being, but not
hindered by weaknesses like human emotions. Most importantly, they
will not have minds of their own. They will have the minds that we
program them to have.”
The bankers look intrigued and excited to execute this agenda.
“First things first,” Triptor continues. “We must locate this Darren
Woodlawn and get the Ascension Formula from him before he can
spread it to the rest of the serfs. I need you to put all those in the NSA
on full alert. This is extreme priority.”
“Yes Lord Triptor,” Lord Fauntleroy says. “We will attend to the matter
immediately.”
Triptor disappears from the screen as the communication is
disconnected and the flat screen ascends back up to the ceiling. Lord
Fauntleroy gets on the intercom to get his secretary’s attention.
“Janice,” says Lord Fauntleroy.
“Yes Mr. Fauntleroy,” Janice answers.
“Get the chief of the NSA on the phone and patch her in to the
boardroom,” Lord Fauntleroy commands.
“Yes sir,” Janice replies.
In the NSA headquarters, Chief Melanie Russo is in her office as her
phone rings. She picks up.

“This is Chief Russo, NSA.”
“Ms. Russo, this is Nelson Fauntleroy the third.”
“Yes Mr. Fauntleroy. What can I do for you sir?”
“I need you to find and secure a young boy. One named Darren
Woodlawn.”
“With all due respect sir, we need our resources for matters of national
security. If you are asking me to use those resources to secure a young
boy, I will need to know what this is about.”
“I’m afraid that is classified information, Chief Russo. Just dig up what
you can find and bring the boy in. Oh and have an interrogation kit
ready for him once you’ve brought him in.”
“Sir, are you telling me that you want me to bring into custody a young
man for reasons that I am not aware of, and on top of that you want us
to interrogate him?”
“Will this be a problem, Chief Russo? Because if it is, I can always use
my connections to bring in a new NSA chief who will follow orders.”
“No sir, that won’t be necessary. We will dig up the information and
then call you back in a few minutes.”
Lord Fauntleroy disconnects the call. Chief Russo hangs up right after.
She begins to ponder what this objective is really all about.
MY NAME IS MELANIE RUSSO. I HAVE BEEN THE CHIEF OF THE NATIONAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION SINCE 2010. I’VE ALWAYS BEEN A CAREERORIENTED WOMAN, BUT I ALSO HAVE A CONSCIENCE. THE LAST NSA CHIEF

DIDN’T KNOW THE MEANING OF THE WORD CONSCIENCE, WHICH IS WHY HE’S
GONE AND I’M HERE.

Chief Russo gets on the intercom.
“Tristan,” she says.
“Yes Ms. Russo,” Tristan answers.
“Do a search on a Darryl Woodlawn,” she commands.
“Yes ma’am.”
Back at school, Darren and Paul are in the library still looking through
the material about the archons.
“Wow,” Darren says. “Looking at this stuff in this book makes me
wonder what else is out there that we don’t know about.”
“A little better than the stuff they teach us here, right?” Paul asked.
“I’ll say,” Darren replies.
Darren and Paul walk up and down the library aisles picking out certain
books relating to the material they were researching. Once they had all
the books they were searching for, they get on line to check out. Darren
begins to search for his school ID in order to check out the books.
However, he is having trouble finding it.
“Uh oh,” Darren says.
“What’s wrong,” Paul replies.
“I can’t find my school ID. I’ve looked everywhere.”

“Darren, we need these books. I’ll just use my ID then.”
Paul pulls out his wallet, opens it, and pulls out his school ID in order to
check out the books.
“I just wonder how you’re going to get your lunch without your school
ID,” Paul tells Darren.
Back to the NSA headquarters, Tristan, a mid-20s, short black hair,
Caucasian mid-level NSA employee enters Chief Russo’s office with the
information about Darren Woodlawn.
“I got the information on Darren Woodlawn, Ms. Russo,” Tristan says.
“Thank you Tristan, just leave it on my desk,” Chief Russo commands.
Tristan does what he is told and get ready to leave her office but stops
and turns around.
“Ms. Russo, I happened to notice that the person you had me dig info
up on is 12 years old. What would be of importance to the NSA about a
12-year old boy?”
Chief Russo makes a face of irritation. “That will be all Tristan.”
Tristan digresses and leaves Chief Russo’s office. Once Tristan exits,
Chief Russo starts to look through the information about Darren
Woodlawn. As she looks through it she gets the feeling that this is
something that is way beyond the lines of what the NSA is supposed to
be doing. Russo picks up the phone and calls Lord Fauntleroy.
Back to the Federal Reserve boardroom, the phone rings. Lord
Fauntleroy presses a button in order to accept the call.

“Yes Melanie, what have you found?”
“Well sir,” Chief Russo says. “We found out that Darren Woodlawn is a
12-year old boy that attends school at Dwight Eisenhower Junior High
School. Obviously, he has no criminal record and no ties to terrorism.”
“Well then, that just doesn’t satisfy me,” Lord Fauntleroy replies. “I
want you to send some of your men to the school to get Woodlawn in
custody. Make sure that when you get him that he is prepped for
interrogation.”
By Chief Russo’s facial expression, she seems very uncomfortable with
this decision.
“Sir,” she says. “I don’t see why this should be a priority. We are talking
about a 12-year old boy with no criminal record. I don’t understand
why getting Darren Woodlawn in custody is going to do to protect this
country.”
“You’re asking questions, Melanie. You should already know that it is
not in your place to ask questions. Now do your job and dispatch a field
team to go to the school and get Woodlawn in custody,” Lord
Fauntleroy commands.
Again, Chief Russo makes a facial expression of discomfort.
“Very well, sir.”
Chief Russo hangs up the phone and gets on the intercom to the Head
of NSA Field Operations, Roger Nixon.
“Roger,” Chief Russo says.

Roger answers back. “Yes Melanie.”
“I need you to take Collins and Welch with you to bring someone into
custody.”
“Sure, where are they and who is it?”
Chief Russo seems hesitant to answer this question, once again due to
her facial expression. “I need you to go to Dwight Eisenhower Junior
High School to pick up a 12-year old boy named Darren Woodlawn.”
Upon hearing this Roger seems confused. “What do we need with a 12year old boy?”
“Roger, this is an order. Get it done.”
“Yes ma’am.”
Chief Russo disconnects the communication. She begins to pace around
her office with a full mind.
I REALLY HOPE TO GOD THAT I’M MAKING THE RIGHT MOVE. BUT I CAN FEEL IN
MY INTUITION THAT THERE JUST SOMETHING THAT IS NOT RIGHT ABOUT THIS.
BUT THEN AGAIN I HAVE ORDERS….AND A FAMILY…AND A MORTGAGE….I
REALLY HOPE THAT I’M MAKING THE RIGHT MOVE.

Roger is in the men’s locker room gathering his field team and
equipment to go to Dwight Eisenhower Junior High School to get
Darren in custody. One of his team members, Bryce Collins, a 27-year
old ambitious field agent approaches Roger. Roger acknowledges him.

“You know, Collins,” Roger says. “I don’t feel good at all about this. It’s
one thing to try to grab someone who has ties to terrorism or a bad
rap. But this….this just feels wrong.”
“Well sir,” Collins replies. “We have orders. On top of that we have a
duty to keep the country safe. If we have to pick up this little boy there
must be a reason for it.”
“Yeah, I guess you’re right.” Roger has his stuff packed and ready to go.
He then addresses his field team. “Gentlemen, the objective is to
secure Darren Woodlawn and bring him back to NSA. Now since we are
going to a school in order to pick up this young man, I want no drawing
of weapons. We cannot risk the death of a child. Very important: nonlethal force only. Am I making myself clear?”
“Yes sir!” The team responds.
“Okay then, let’s move out!” With that said, the field team leaves the
NSA headquarters and move toward their vehicles in order to make
their way to Dwight Eisenhower Junior High School to bring Darren
Woodlawn into custody.

CHAPTER 4.5
2006. Dr. Reeves and Dr. Andrews park their cars in front of a house
that appears to be in a very nice area of Queens, New York. They get
out of their vehicles and start to walk into the yard. The house belongs
to Front Page Network News anchor Rita Norris. Both gentlemen reach
the front of the door and Reeves rings the doorbell. Reeves then looks
at Andrews who is still a little shaken.
“Are you sure there’s nothing wrong?” Dr. Reeves asks Dr. Andrews.
“I said I’m fine”, Dr. Andrews barks.
The door opens. It is Rita herself. Rita is an African-American, 33-year
old with shoulder length black hair and a mole about two inches below
her right eye. Dr. Andrews catches her eye, and then it starts to get
uncomfortable.
“Stephen,” Rita says coldly.
“Rita”, Dr. Andrews answers back just as coldly.
Dr. Reeves looks at Andrews, then at Rita, and then he figures it out.
“Oh you’ve got to be kidding me,” Dr. Reeves says.
“Well are you going to just stand out here all night or are you coming
in,” Rita asks both gentlemen.
With that said, both men walk inside of the house. Rita then closes and
locks the door.

Once the gentlemen are inside, the third car that was following them in
the parking lot arrives and parks across the street from Rita’s house. It
cannot be seen who exactly is driving the car, but one thing that you
can be sure of is that they are being tailed.
Meanwhile, inside of the house, Rita, Dr. Reeves and Dr. Andrews go to
the living room. The two doctors sit on the couch.
“Can I offer you gentlemen a drink,” Rita asks. “Maybe a glass of Draino
mixed with cyanide for you Stephen?”
“Look Rita,” Andrews says. “I didn’t come here for all this drama.”
“Oh yeah? Well then why are you here? You already broke my heart, so
I’m wondering what else you could possibly want to do to me.”
“You and I both knew what we were doing. You also knew that I have a
family.”
“Who you were absolutely miserable with! I was the only thing that was
making you happy and you just threw it away.”
“Okay listen,” Dr. Reeves interrupts. “You two can deal with your
domestic issues some other time. Right now Rita, we are here for a
reason. We need your help.”
“As long as he’s in the picture, you won’t get my help,” Rita says.
“So I have to pay for his screw-up,” Reeves asks. “Not to be tit-for-tat,
but it was my connection and friendship with the owner that got you
the news anchor job at FPNN. Forget Steve for the moment. I need you
to do this for me.”

Rita had a look at if she was battling an inner conflict. But then she sits
down in her chair and starts to give Dr. Reeves her attention.
“Fine what do you need?”
Dr. Reeves pulls out the materials from his briefcase, starting with the
pamphlet labeled THE ARCHONICLES. He hands the pamphlet to Rita. Rita
takes it and starts to look through it. Most of the pictures give her a
feeling of confusion and at some times horror.
“What you’re looking at right now is the root of every sociopolitical
problem that we are dealing with here on the planet,” Dr. Reeves tells
her.
“And the root of our problem is anthropomorphic reptiles and grey
aliens,” Rita asks.
“I know this sounds crazy, but I can prove that these entities exist. They
are called ‘archons’.”
“Archons?? Jeff, come on, you can’t expect me to go public on
something like this. I mean, corruption in the highest levels of
government, okay. A manufactured economic collapse by the 0.01% of
the global population, sure. You know that I of all people like a good
conspiracy theory. But something like this, it needs more of the
objectivity,” Rita tells Reeves.
Dr. Reeves pulls the pair of spectacles that he had stashed in his safe
back at his house. He proceeds to hand them over to Rita. Rita takes
them.

“What are these supposed to be? Are these like new-age retro
sunglasses,” Rita says sarcastically.
“Put them on and you will see beyond the dimension that we currently
reside in,” Dr. Reeves tells her with a straight face.
Rita puts the glasses down on the table and stands up quickly. “Okay I
don’t know what this is about, but this is way above my strange
threshold.”
“What’s the matter, Rita,” Dr. Andrews says. “Afraid of what you might
see?”
“What’s the matter, Stephen,” Rita responds back, “Afraid of true
commitment?”
“Okay you know what, enough!” Dr. Reeves commands. “We are
wasting time right now and for all we know, they could be following us
while you argue about your affair.”
“Wait, who’s following you,” Rita asks.
“Right now no one to our knowledge,” Reeves answers. “But it’s a
matter of time.”
“And you chose to bring me into your drama,” Rita asks with a sense of
alarm.
“We brought you in because you’re the only one that works in an
influential part of the media that has an open mind,” Dr. Reeves
assured Rita. “You are one of the few journalists who make the choice
to be a real journalist and not a ‘presstitute’ who just reads off of a

teleprompter. When you report the news, you report it with a
conscience. We are just asking you to use your open mind to work with
us. So please, put the spectacles on. I’m telling you only because I know
what you are about to see will change your perspective on life.”
MY NAME IS RITA NORRIS. I’VE BEEN A NEWS ANCHOR FOR FRONT PAGE
NETWORK NEWS FOR ALMOST TWO YEARS. BEFORE THAT I WAS A FIELD
REPORTER FOR CNN. IT WAS THERE THAT I FOUND OUT WHAT THE MEDIA IS
REALLY ALL ABOUT. THE MEDIA IS ABOUT MIND CONTROL. IT’S ABOUT
SWAYING PUBLIC OPINION IN FAVOR OF AN AGENDA BEING IMPLEMENTED BY
VERY POWERFUL PEOPLE. THE PROBLEM IS THAT I THOUGHT I COULD BE A
HERO AND EXPOSE THIS MEDIA DECEPTION. ALL I GOT FOR IT WAS A PINK SLIP
WITH NO SEVERANCE PAY AND A PROMISE THAT I WOULD NEVER WORK IN
TELEVISION NEWS AGAIN. BUT THEN DR. REEVES CONNECTED ME WITH THE
OWNER OF FRONT PAGE NETWORK NEWS, DAN RILEY, WHO ACTUALLY
COMMENDED ME ON MY BRAVE REPORTING ON MEDIA DECEPTION WHILE I
WAS WITH CNN. SO DAN CREATED FPNN AS THE ANTI-MAINSTREAM MEDIA
NEWS NETWORK. BASICALLY AS THE TAGLINE SAYS “NEWS WITH A
CONSCIENCE”.

Rita was still skeptical but knew that she could trust Dr. Reeves. So she
reached for the specs and began to put them on. What she saw was a
variety of 4th dimensional entities. Some were reptilian, some grey
aliens, some Nordics, some insectoids. Upon seeing this, Rita rips the
glasses off of her face and throws them on the table not believing what
she just saw.
“Oh my God, those things are in my house,” Rita yells.
“Welcome to the other side of the coin,” Andrews tells Rita.

Rita makes her way to the liquor cabinet and pours herself some 19year old single-malt scotch and drinks the whole cup. She takes a
moment to regain her composure.
“If those things are there, why haven’t they attacked me yet,” Rita asks.
“They have, you just don’t realize it,” Dr. Reeves answers back. “Have
you ever had a moment in your life where you experience negative
emotions like anger, depression, or fear?”
Rita fixes her eyes on Dr. Andrews and answers, “Yes.”
“There is the great possibility that those feelings were caused by some
of the very entities that you saw through those spectacles, in order to
feed off of your negative emotions.”
Rita was so overwhelmed by this information that she had to pour
herself another scotch.
“Right now they are most likely feeding off the fear that you exerted
through spotting them,” Dr. Andrews tells her.
Rita begins to sit down with drink in hand. “But if they can see me, can’t
they kill me?”
“No,” Dr. Reeves answers. “The only way that they can kill in the 3dimensional world is if they manifest as a 3-dimensional entity. The
only thing about that is if they remain in the 3rd dimension too long,
they get stuck here and become extremely vulnerable. They usually will
not manifest in 3D unless it is extremely important that they do.”

“Then on top of that, there are neutral entities. Those entities are just
observing us in this reality. They have no wish to help us, but on an up
note, they have no wish to harm us as well,” Dr. Andrews adds.
“This seems like a whole lot to digest,” Rita says still confused, but now
a little bit more open minded. “I need another drink.”
As Rita gets up, Dr. Andrews gets up as well, stops her, and grabs her
cup. “I think you’ve had enough to drink. We actually need you to be
lucid because we’re going to need you to help us.”
“Well do the officials in government know about this,” Rita asks.
“We are 110% sure they do,” Reeves answers. “So much so that they
felt it important for the president to issue a statement telling the
American people to ‘pay no attention to the information heard by
scientists who go public on off-world entities and the rise of tyranny in
this country’. He even went so far as to call us ‘enemies of democracy’.”
“That has always been the plan,” Rita answers. “Whenever someone
gets too close to discovering an inconvenient truth, the government
conditions the people to believe that those who speak out are either
crazy or terrorists. Being that most of the people are sheep and don’t
really think for themselves, they believe what the government tells
them. Basically that speech that the president gave tonight was a way
for the government to do damage control. The ones smart enough to
see right through it won’t buy it. But most are just so dense that they
will defend to their last breath the official story.”

“Well fluoride in the drinking water doesn’t really help the case either,”
Dr. Andrews adds.
“So will you help us, Rita,” Dr. Reeves pleads.
Rita sighs and then throws her hands up in the air. “Well I very well
can’t just sit on this. If this is really happening, it needs to get out
there.”
“Thanks Rita,” Dr. Reeves says with gratitude.
Rita heads to another cabinet and opens it. Inside there are a variety of
cameras, microphones and other recording equipment. Also inside are
varieties of guns. Dr. Andrews happens to look in the cabinet and spots
the guns.
“What are you trying to start a war with those guns, Rita,” Dr. Andrews
asks.
“You should be honored Stephen,” Rita replies back. “The reason I
bought my first gun was because of you.”
While saying this, Rita had a pistol in her hand. Dr. Andrews seeing this
backs away from her and the cabinet. Rita grabs a microphone, a tape
recorder, two mini-cameras, about ten minidiscs, and three pistols.
After she grabs all that she needs, she closes and locks the cabinet.
“We have to get to Morning Star Mental Facility in Allentown,
Pennsylvania,” Rita tells the doctors. “There’s a patient there, Linda
Lee. She wrote a few books on this subject. Only one of them was a
success. It told way too much truth so the higher-ups in government

had her committed indefinitely and destroyed her reputation. Once
again, people are sheep so they believed them. She was left her to rot
broken, alone and penniless.”
“I have a few of Linda Lee’s books,” Dr. Reeves mentioned. “It’s a
shame when good people who do good things get labeled as a menace
to society.”
“That’s what happens in a corporatocracy ran by complete idiots,” Rita
adds. “We better go now. Allentown is about two and a half hours
away.”
Everyone grabs their things as they get ready to head out the door. As
soon as Rita locks up and everyone turns around, they see a gentlemen
standing in front of the house. This catches everyone’s attention.
“Does anybody know who that is,” Dr. Andrews asks the others.
“Not a clue,” Dr. Reeves answers.
Rita responds by shaking her head while still looking at the gentleman.
The man then pulls a gun out of his pocket and begins to fire at the
three of them. This causes them to react by ducking for cover. Rita pulls
out one of her pistols from her bag and starts to return fire.
Unfortunately, Rita is a bad shot so she empties a clip without hitting
the man once. The assailant also runs out of ammo which gives Dr.
Reeves and Dr. Andrews the chance to tackle him before he can load
another clip. As soon as the doctors get him down, Dr. Andrews delivers
a knockout punch. The assailant is now unconscious.

“What do we do with him,” Rita asks.
“We have to take him with us,” Dr. Reeves answers.
“Are you crazy? He tried to kill us and you’re talking about taking him to
Allentown with us,” Rita replies.
“We’re not taking him all the way to Allentown with us. We’re going to
find out what he knows and then we’re going to ditch him in the middle
of nowhere,” Dr. Reeves says.
“I thought you said that no one was following you,” Rita barks.
“Wrong. I said that no one was following us to our knowledge,” Dr.
Reeves corrected Rita.
“Well then that must make you guys really stupid then,” insulted Rita.
Reeves and Andrews lift the assailant as Rita opens the trunk and the
men throw the assailant in, followed by Rita closing and locking the
trunk. The three get into Rita’s car and drive off into the night.

CHAPTER 5
2014. The students in Mrs. Parker’s class are taking a quiz. Paul is
examining a question on it. That question being: ‘What type of
government does the United States of America have?’ The choices
available were: A) constitutional republic, B) corporate dictatorship, C)
democracy, D) monarchy, E) none of these. Paul does not select a
choice, but instead writes out the following answer:
“We believe that we live in a C, when our constitution says that we are an A, but
really we live in a mix of a B and D, which I think is B.S.!”

Paul seemed pleased with his answer by the smile on his face.
All of a sudden Principal Nita Morris gets on the loudspeaker.
“Attention students,” Principal Morris announces. “Will Darren
Woodlawn please report to the principal’s office?”
This catches everyone’s attention, mainly Darren and Paul.
“Well you’d better go Darren,” Mrs. Parker tells him. “Leave your quiz
on the desk.”
Darren does as he is told and exits the classroom, heading on his way to
Principal Morris’s office. Paul raises his hand. Mrs. Parker sees him.
“Yes Paul,” she addresses him.
“I finished my quiz, can I use the bathroom,” he asks.
“Fine, just turn in the quiz before you go.”
“I wouldn’t worry about it, I’m sure I got an F.”

Paul grabs his bag, walks up to Mrs. Parker’s desk, drops off his quiz,
and exits the classroom. Mrs. Parker rolls her eyes and says, “What a
lost cause.”
Paul is now in the hallway. Instead of going to the bathroom which is on
the left, he heads to the Principal’s office, which is on the right. When
he reaches there, out of the glass window on the door he can see
Darren in the office with Principal Morris and three gentlemen from the
NSA. Upon seeing this, Paul figures out what this is about. He keeps a
close eye from where he’s looking.
Inside, Roger Nixon, Bryce Collins, and Andrew Welch from the NSA are
talking with Darren.
“There’s no need to be alarmed Darren,” Roger assures him. “We just
need you to cooperate with us and then we’ll have you home with your
mom in no time.”
“Okay,” Darren says innocently. “What do you need me to do?”
Roger kneels down to Darren’s level. “Well we need to take you back to
NSA for questioning.”
“Are you the guys that go to space,” Darren asks.
Roger, Welch, Collins, and Principal Morris all giggle.
“No Darren,” Roger replies. “That’s NASA. The NSA is how we keep the
country safe from terrorism.”

“Oh ok,” Darren says. “My friend Paul says that you’re a branch of the
government that spies on everybody because you’re paranoid.”
The adults all look at each other with a little bit of alarm.
“Well Darren,” Principal Morris interjects. “It’s a bit more complicated
than that. There are times that we have to make sacrifices as a country.
We sacrifice a little bit of privacy for a little bit more security.”
“Oh ok, I get it,” Darren says.
The adults all nod and chuckle with relief.
“Basically it’s the same thing with religion,” Darren adds.
The adults suddenly stop chuckling.
“My friend Paul says that people who believe in some guy named Jesus
Christ trade their free will and free thought to him because they believe
they will go to heaven. Is that what the NSA is like?”
Now the adults are very nervous at this point. Paul sees and hears this
which makes him just as nervous as well.
“You idiot,” Paul says to himself referring to Darren.
“Darren is this Paul kid in your class,” Welch asks.
“Yes he is,” Principal Morris answers.
The NSA field agents all turn their attention towards Principal Morris.
“His name is Paul Morgan,” the principal continues. “He is a bright boy,
but definitely has an authority complex. He thinks a little too freely.”

SINCE WHEN IS THINKING FREELY A CRIME?? WHAT IS THIS, GEORGE ORWELL’S
1984? I HAVE TO FIND A WAY TO GET OUT OF THIS. IT’S A MATTER OF TIME
BEFORE THEY COME TO MRS. PARKER’S CLASSROOM FOR ME.

Darren spots the fire alarm.
BINGO!

Back inside of the principal’s office:
“Should we get Paul Morgan and bring him with us as well,” Collins
asks.
“I would say yes, but it still begs the question what kind of threat would
two 12-year old boys be to national security,” Roger ponders.
The fire alarm sounds. Everyone reacts to this by exiting the school.
“Is there supposed to be a fire drill or something,” Roger asks Principal
Morris.
Principal Morris answers, “No.”
“Well then something strange is going on,” Roger concludes. “Welch, I
want you to secure the front of the school. Collins, you take the back. I
don’t want to jump to conclusions but this may have something to do
with Paul Morgan.”
“I’ll be honest with you Agent Nixon, I don’t think you would be offbase by jumping to that conclusion,” Principal Morris tells him.
Both she and Agent Nixon begin to exit the school. As Darren is leaving,
Paul grabs him and covers his mouth. Darren sees that it’s Paul.

“Hey Paul,” he says. “I think those NASA guys were looking for you. I’ll
tell them that you’re here.”
Paul pulls him to another part of the school, again covering his mouth.
“What do you think you’re doing Darren,” Paul barks. “I don’t want to
go with them and neither should you.”
“Why not, they’re here to keep the country safe,” Darren replies.
“That’s what Agent Nixon told me.”
“Darren, what have I told you about people that work for the
government?”
“Um, that they weren’t good enough to get a real job?”
“Besides that.”
“That they have sold their souls to Satan?”
“Besides that.”
“That once they serve their purpose they will be disposed of like a
battery that has ran out of juice?”
“Darren, I told you that we can’t trust anyone who works for the
government. Especially due to what we know.”
“Ohhh”, Darren responds.
Darren and Paul walk down the hallway that leads to the east wing.

“We have to get out of here undetected,” Paul tells Darren. “I know
that they have agents at the front and back of the school. So we have to
exit through the side.”
Paul points to a window and the far end of the east wing. “There.”
Both boys head for the window. Paul opens it but then notices a metal
grate with a padlock on it, preventing them from escape.
“Paul, we can’t get out,” Darren says with a touch of defeat.
Paul shuts his eyes and breathes deeply twice. All of a sudden the lock
on the grate pops swings open, allowing Paul to open the window.
Darren stares in amazement.
“How did you do that,” Darren asks eagerly.
“I tell you when you grow up. Move it,” Paul commands.
Both boys proceed to climb out the window and successfully escape.
Toward the front of the school all the children, teacher and staff appear
to be out of the school. Roger and Principal Morris are looking around
for Paul and Darren. They are nowhere in sight. Mrs. Parker approaches
Principal Morris and Roger.
“I finished my head count,” she tells the principal. “All are accounted
for….except for two.”
“What,” Roger exclaims.
Principal Morris turns to Roger. “I think that answers your question on
who pulled the fire alarm,” she said.

Roger’s phone rings. He looks at the number displayed. It’s a blocked
number.
“NSA is calling,” Roger says. “It’s probably my superior.”
Roger picks up. “This is Nixon.”
“Roger it’s been over an hour.” It was Chief Russo on the phone.
“Where is Darren Woodlawn?”
“Melanie, we had a setback,” Roger answers and then let out a long
deep breath. “We lost Darren Woodlawn.”
“What? How is that possible? This is a 12-year old boy we are talking
about. You’ve brought international criminals to their knees and you
can’t handle this?”
“Well apparently he had some help fleeing custody.”
This catches Chief Russo’s undivided attention. She slowly sits down as
her desk.
“Help fleeing custody? Who would do that?”
“Well while we were speaking to Woodlawn, he mentioned that his
friend Paul told him some not-so-flattering things about the
government. It turns out that Paul is quite the celebrity here at school.
His principal says that he has an ‘authority complex’.”
“And this Paul….”
“He’s another student,” Roger interrupts. “He’s the same age as Paul.
They are best friends.”

“So now we have to locate two 12-year old boys.”
“I have to be honest Melanie, it’s not a good idea for these boys to flee
custody, but I have a feeling that their reason might be valid.”
“Whether their reason is valid or not is not for them to decide, nor us.
This was a direct order given from above. Just like you have a superior,
so do I. Get them in custody, Roger.”
Chief Russo slams the phone on the receiver and begins to pace around
her office with extreme worry.
DEEP DOWN I HAD A FEELING THAT THESE BOYS WERE HARMLESS. BUT I DO
HAVE A JOB TO DO AND AS NSA CHIEF I CANNOT….NO….I WILL NOT LET THAT
INTERFERE. I NEED AN ASPIRIN.

Roger goes to Principal Morris.
“Nita, I’m going to need the addresses for Darren Woodlawn and Paul
Morgan,” Roger says to her.
“Yes, of course,” she replies. “Let me get all of the children back into
the school and then I’ll get that information for you.”
Paul and Darren successfully escape the school and run as far and fast
as possible. Darren stops to catch his breath.
“I’m really tired Paul,” Darren tells him. “Can we go home?”
“No we can’t go home,” Paul barks back. “That’s the first place the NSA
will look.”
“Well then can we back to school? I’m hungry,” Paul fires back.

“No we can’t go there either.”
“So then what do we do?”
Paul looks around, obviously thinking. As he is looking, he sees an entity
heading towards a forest-like area. However, it is moving so fast that
unless you catch it at the right moment, you were not able to see it. It
was obviously 4th dimensional due to the fact that it was vibrating and
moving at a higher frequency. Paul decides to take it as a sign.
“Let head this way,” he tells Darren.
Both Darren and Paul start to move.

CHAPTER 5.5
2006. Dr. Reeves, Dr. Andrews, and Rita are in the car traveling to
Allentown, Pennsylvania, while still having the assailant that attacked
them earlier in the trunk unconscious. One hour of travel and no one
has said a word.
“You know,” Dr. Andrews says finally breaking the silence. “Someone
can at least attempt to have a conversation.”
“Well I know I have nothing to say to you,” Rita replies.
“So why did you just answer me if you really have nothing to say to
me,” Dr. Andrews replies back.
“You know, I don’t get you Stephen. You told me for a long time that
you were unhappy with Danielle and that I made you feel like she’s
never made you feel before. And you just throw that away?”
Upon hearing this, Dr. Reeves begins to roll his eyes and has the
thought in his head “Here we go again.”
MY NAME IS DR. JEFFREY REEVES. I HAVE TWO PhDs, ONE IN ANTHROPOLOGY
AND ANOTHER IN POLITICAL SCIENCE. HOW I GOT CAUGHT UP IN THIS ARCHON
SITUATION IS DUE TO MY NEVER BEING SATISFIED WITH THE “OFFICIAL STORY”.
BECAUSE OF THAT, THE STATUS QUO SEEKS TO DESTROY MY REPUTATION. THE
PEOPLE CALL ME A KOOK, OR THEY CALL ME A TIN-FOIL HAT WEARING
CONSPIRACY THEORIST. BUT THEN FROM THIS SIDE, I LOOK AT THEM AS DOCILE
SLAVES; COGS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT. NO BETTER THAN DOMESTICATED
ANIMALS. I BECAME FRIENDS WITH DR. STEPHEN ANDREWS BACK IN 1996. WE
WERE BOTH IN THE PROCESS OF COMPLETING OUR PhDs. HIS WAS IN
EXOPOLITICS AND KEYLONTIC SCIENCE. DR. ANDREWS HAS ALWAYS FELT THE

WAY I DID ABOUT THE “OFFICIAL STORY”. THE ONLY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ME
AND HIM IS THAT HE TRIES TO PLEASE THE ESTABLISHMENT. BUT RIGHT NOW
HE’S NOT DOING TOO GOOD OF A JOB PLEASING RITA.

“We’ve been through this Rita,” Dr. Andrews fires back. “I told you that
I have a family. You wanted me to leave my wife and child.”
“I wanted you to do what you always wanted to do and that’s being
with me,” Rita answers.
“Okay can we stop with the domestic squabbling,” Dr. Reeves
interrupts and demands. “You two are losing focus with what we have
to get done here. We have a matter of inter-dimensional entities that
have a desire to control our lives and all you can worry about is this
stupid affair. This is the last I want to hear of this or so help me I will
throw both of you out of this car….while it’s still moving. Do I make
myself clear?”
Both Rita and Andrews nod silently. Then there is a pounding sound
coming from the back of the trunk that catches everyone’s attention.
“Hey,” the voice from the trunk yells. “Let me out of here.”
“Looks like our new friend is up”, Dr. Reeves says.
Dr. Reeves pulls the car over into a vacant lot. He turns off the car and
he, Andrews, and Rita get out of the car. Dr. Reeves goes to the trunk,
unlocks it, and pulls the assailant out.
“Hey what do you think you’re doing,” the assailant asks frantically.
“We’re going to have a little talk,” Dr. Reeves answers.

Rita pulls one of her pistols out of her bag and points it at the assailant.
“Rita, must you wave that gun around,” Dr. Andrews asks.
“Just be glad I’m not pointing it at you right now,” Rita replies.
Dr. Reeves give her the warning look.
“Sorry, it’s kind of a habit to hate him this much,” Rita says.
Dr. Reeves turns his attention back to the assailant.
“So spill it. Why did you try to kill us,” Dr. Reeves asks the assailant.
“I was hired to take you three out by a group of very powerful people,”
the assailant answers. “I don’t know who they are; they just told me the
job. This was not personal. I’m sure you’re very nice people and all. But
I owe some very dangerous people a lot of money. This job would have
cleared my debt.”
“Too bad you failed,” Rita tells the assailant while continuing to point
the gun at him.
“’Why did these very powerful people send you to kill us,” Dr. Reeves
asks.
“All I know is that you and Dr. Andrews over there were sticking your
noses in business that wasn’t yours,” the assailant replies. “Then they
had some intel that you were going to meet up with trigger-happy news
lady over there.”
“Do you know if these men were high-ranking government officials,”
Dr. Andrews inquires.

“I’m not sure. But I wouldn’t doubt it. I did hear them refer to
something called the ‘Holy See’,” the assailant says.
At that point in time, Dr. Reeves and Dr. Andrews look at each other
like they know who the assailant is referring to.
“What’s the ‘Holy See’, Rita asks.
“The Vatican,” Dr. Reeves answers.
“You mean to tell me that we’re messing with God’s people,” Rita asks
with a sense of alarm.
“Oh I wouldn’t call them God’s people,” Dr. Andrews adds.
Rita ignores Dr. Andrews and continues to talk to Dr. Reeves.
“Why would the Vatican want us dead? Especially me, I’m a Christian.”
“Because due to what we know, their whole Salvationist dogma would
collapse,” Dr. Reeves asks.
“And as far as you being a Christian, I think they could care less,” Dr.
Andrews adds. “To them you’re just another expendable sheep to be
led to slaughter.”
While this discussion is going on, the assailant secretly pulls out a knife
and tries to attack Dr. Reeves. However, Dr. Reeves is able to evade the
attack and keep the assailant from stabbing him. Rita starts shooting
but once again misses every shot. Dr. Reeves successfully grabs the
knife from the assailant and stabs and kills him.
“Jeff, you killed him,” Dr. Andrews yells.

“Would you rather he kills me,” Dr. Reeves asked.
“I’d rather be with my family right now but thanks to your curious
nature that won’t be happening any time soon.”
Rita starts to walk away from both men. Reeves sees this and tries to
catch up to her.
“Rita wait,” Reeves calls out to her.
Rita keeps walking.
“Rita, please,” Reeves calls out again.
Rita decides to stop.
“Jeff I’m sorry but this is too much. Between seeing those arcwhatevers, the government making you wanted men, the Vatican
wanting to kill us, and now you killing that man, I don’t think that I can
handle this,” Rita tells him nearly shaking with fear.
“Rita, we can’t do this without you,” Dr. Reeves answers. “If we’re
successful this could not only do wonders for your career, we can very
well save the world. Now isn’t that worth the trouble?”
Rita begins to tear up.
“Um,” Dr. Andrews interjects. “I hate to break up this sentimental
moment, but there is the matter of a dead body that needs to be
disposed of.”
The three of them look around for a spot to get rid of the assailant’s
body. Dr. Reeves spots a dumpster.

“We can throw him in that dumpster,” Dr. Reeves suggests.
Reeves and Andrews lift the lifeless body while Rita lifts the cover of
the dumpster open. The two men throw the body inside and Rita closes
the lid. Then the three of them hurry back to the car, get in, and drive
away heading to Allentown, Pennsylvania.

CHAPTER 6
2014. Paul and Darren head to the wooded area where the 4th
dimensional entity headed. Once they get deep into the area, they
continue to search for the entity. Unfortunately, they cannot find it.
“I don’t get it, Paul,” Darren says. “What did you see?”
“I’m not sure,” Paul answers. “But I know I saw something.”
Suddenly, there was a flash of light behind them. The boys turn around
to see a glowing light being. This being was very enchanting, femalelooking with blue eyes and platinum blonde hair. Almost like an angel.
The boys are very captivated by this entity.
“Wow, who’s the hottie,” Darren says.
“I am Sylvia,” the enchanting entity replies. “I have been sent from the
Infinite to assist you.”
“Assist us with what,” Paul asks. “What’s going on here?”
“Mother Earth is in danger,” Sylvia answers. “This is the year where the
inter-dimensional entities known as the archons are committed to
invading and controlling humanity. Right now, every police officer, FBI,
CIA, and NSA field agent are looking for you right now because you
possess the Ascension Formula that will assist in the evolution of
humanity.”
“Tell us something that we don’t know,” Darren says.
“The archons and their hybrid elite minions plan on executing a
cataclysmic event on the west coast of America that will bring down

great fear to people around the world in order to tag every man,
woman and child for the purpose of total control,” Sylvia tells Darren.
“The RFID microchip,” Paul says.
“That is correct,” Sylvia says. “These microchips will contain bank
accounts, medical records, your health status, and will also be able to
monitor your thoughts.”
The boys began to have a look of discomfort at the sound of hearing
that the microchip can monitor a human’s thoughts.
“Monitor a human’s thoughts? I don’t remember seeing that in the eye
book that we were looking at,” Darren says.
“The book with the all-seeing eye on the cover that you possess was
written by the minions of the powers that be,” Sylvia informs the boys.
“It does reveal some truths, but it also leaves some truths out while
mixing it with mis- and disinformation.”
“What did you mean by ‘hybrid elite minions’,” Paul asks.
“The representatives in your so-called government such as your
president and most of your Congress, in addition to the CEOs of many
multi-national corporations, royal familial dynasties, leaders of major
religions, and the leaders in international banking are half human and
half archon,” Sylvia tells Paul.
Darren’s jaw drops at the sound of Sylvia’s words.
“Hold out your hand,” Sylvia demands.

Paul extends his hand out palm up. Then a flash of light appears within
it and then a pair of spectacles. The same spectacles that Lord Triptor
destroyed back at the abandoned building where Dr. Reeves was
murdered. Darren’s jaw drops again.
“These spectacles will help you see beyond your own dimension. They
will also help you to see who is a hybrid,” Sylvia informs them.
“Hey it’s kind of like that movie with Roddy Piper,” Darren says.
“Something like that,” Sylvia says. “Now hold out your other hand.”
Paul complies and holds out his hand. Once again another flash of light
appears and this time a type of gun appears.
“Is that a gun,” Darren asks.
“Yes, but not the type of gun that you think,” Sylvia says. “This is an
energy gun. It uses the energy of the universe to combine light and
sound. It helps you to fend off any 4th dimensional entity. However, it
won’t kill them.”
“Will it work on the hybrids too,” Paul asks.
“Yes,” Sylvia answers. “There is something else that you should know,
Paul. There is a reason why you’re different. You are a special type of
child. It is for that reason that you are a threat to the current status
quo. You are an indigo child.”
“Indigo child? Isn’t indigo a color,” Darren asks.
“That is correct,” Sylvia replies. “Indigo children incarnated on this
planet beginning sometime after World War 2. They were known as the

‘flower children’ of the 1960s. However, not enough of them
incarnated on this planet to cause the shift in consciousness that was
needed in order to stop the archons’ plans for total control. On top of
that, after the 1970s most of the indigos fell to peer pressure and
conformed to the establishment’s way of thinking. So, in the 1980s and
1990s, a massive wave of indigo children incarnated on this planet.
Enough to begin the global consciousness shift. This came just in time
during the nanosecond.”
“The nanosecond,” Darren asks.
“Correct,” Sylvia replies. “The nanosecond is the period between 1987
and 2012 where there was a massive amount of energies in the form of
gamma rays entering your planet and assisting in a massive global
awakening. This is why many people are waking up to the fact that their
governments are corrupt and serve the archon agenda. During the
nanosecond, time was speeding up. With time speeding up, so were
these gamma rays entering your dimension, speeding up the
awakening. In addition to time speeding up, creation was also speeding
up. Those who accepted these energies started to learn and accept the
truth. Those who didn’t would fall deeper into darkness and ignorance.
This is why there is now a blatant split in humanity and in the near
future, the planet will split between the ones who accept the truth and
those who reject it and choose willful ignorance.”
“But it’s 2014 now,” Darren says. “So wouldn’t that mean that the time
of the nanosecond is done?”

“Yes and no,” Sylvia answers. “Once it hit 2013, the nanosecond did
end and time and creation began to slow down again, but these
energies kept pouring in. These energies will continue to come in, but
will slowly decrease year after year until 2017. Once 2017 hits, if
humanity does not fully awaken and evolve to who they really are, they
will remain trapped in the 3rd dimension under the archons’ control
grid.”
Darren seemed overwhelmed by what he heard that he has to sit down
on a rock.
“But if the archons want to push their control grid by 2014 and these
energies are going to continue to pour into this planet until 2017, why
don’t the archons just wait until 2017,” Darren asks.
“The archons are not allowed to wait. 2014 is the deadline. On top of
that, are you boys aware of the 7-year tribulation of the bible,” Sylvia
inquires.
Both boys nod.
“Well, it also says that the tribulation will be cut in half because no one
will be able to survive all seven years. From 2014 to 2017 will be the
road to the tribulation. It will also be the start of World War 3. But this
war is not what most people will believe it to be. This war will be
against those who accept the RFID microchip implant and those who do
not. The ones who accept it are on the road to transhumanism, while
the ones who do not will be able to access their multi-dimensional
capabilities. World War 3 will be the transhumanist hybrid cyborgs vs.
the multi-dimensional indigos.”

Darren grabs the spectacles from Paul as Sylvia is talking and puts them
on. While he has them on, he can see a variety of 4th dimensional
entities, which causes him to quickly take them off.
“There is also no need for alarm when you see other 4th dimensional
entities through those spectacles,” Sylvia tells Paul. “The malevolent
entities cannot attack you unless they manifest as a 3-dimensional
being. And even then they cannot stay in the 3rd dimension for long.”
“Otherwise they get stuck here,” Paul interjects. “We already know.”
“So where do we start, Sylvia,” Darren asks.
“First you must stay off of the archons’ and their minions’ radar,” Sylvia
replies. “To do that, you must build your merkaba in order to travel
around. By building your merkaba, you will be able to travel anywhere
in this dimension without suspicion. The merkaba is your own personal
spaceship. You do this by concentrating and relaxing your body and
picturing where you want to go by thinking and focusing on it. It should
be easy for you both. Children have more access to multidimensionality
than adults do. Use your merkaba to travel to this west coast. Once
there, locate an entity named Sophia in San Francisco. She will help
you. You must go now. If you need me for anything, just say this
incantation and I will appear.”
A folded piece of paper appears in Sylvia’s hand which she hands to
Paul. Paul takes it.
“Make sure that when you recite the incantation when you are alone. I
cannot manifest in public. Good luck boys.”

Sylvia disappears into her own dimension. After she disappears, police
sirens can be heard. Paul moves toward the siren to get a closer look
and sees that there are a number of police cars headed in their
direction.
“We got to move,” Paul tells Darren.
Paul and Darren both close their eyes and breathe deeply attempting to
access their merkabas. After about five seconds they both turn into
light specs and start to float away. By the time the police reach the area
where they are at, they are already long gone.

CHAPTER 6.5
2006. The two doctors and Rita made it to Morning Star Mental Facility
in Allentown, Pennsylvania. Dr. Andrews pulls into the parking lot, parks
the car, and shuts the engine off. The doctors and Rita get out of the
car.
“Hang on a second,” Rita says. “You guys can’t just walk through the
front door like it’s a normal day. Remember there is the matter of high
levels of government demanding your heads on a platter.”
“What do you suggest,” Dr. Reeves asks Rita.
“Either one of you have your white coat,” Rita asks.
“Not all doctors wear the white coat Rita”, Dr. Andrews replies.
Rita gives Dr. Andrews a look of disbelief. Dr. Andrews sighs, opens his
suitcase, revealing a white coat that a doctor usually wears. Andrews
removes the coat from the suitcase and Rita takes it from him and puts
it on.
“I’ll go in there and pose as a doctor that needs to see Linda Lee,” Rita
says as she begins to spell out the plan. “I’m going to have to sneak her
out of there. There’s no way that I will be able to have a full
conversation with her inside the facility. So when I do get her out, I
need you guys to be ready to pull out once I get her in the car.”
“How are you going to get her out,” Dr. Andrews asks.
“On top of that, how are you going to get in her room,” Dr. Reeves
adds. “From what I heard, she’s being guarded like Fort Knox. We’re

talking armed guards and all. The government doesn’t want anyone
near her.”
Upon hearing this, Rita detects flaws in her plan and starts to re-think.
“Wait a second,” Dr. Andrews says. “Jeff, wasn’t there something in
that occult book that said that humans have the ability to build a
spiritual merkaba?”
Rita hears this and a mix of confusion, disbelief, and interest shows on
her face.
“A spiritual merkaba,” Rita says condescendingly.
Dr. Reeves ignores her and opens his suitcase and pulls out the occult
book, flipping to page 777 which explains the spiritual merkaba.
“Here it is,” Dr. Reeves says. “The spiritual merkaba is a human’s own
personal spaceship. When the human relaxes and focuses on their
breath and then uses their mind to focus on where they want to go,
they will turn into an energy light spec and will reach their destination
undetected.”
“And you believe that’s going to work,” Rita says with much skepticism.
“You thought the inter-dimensional spectacles weren’t real either until
you actually wore them and saw the archons,” Dr. Reeves replied.
This silenced Rita. Dr. Reeves continued reading.
“It also says that the spiritual merkaba is stronger when two or more
people build it and travel together. But their minds must be clear and

they must all be in tune with their thoughts in order for a successful
group travel to occur.”
Dr. Reeves already sensed that this would be an issue considering that
Dr. Andrews and Rita have been bickering at each other since they have
crossed paths.
“Maybe Steve and I should build the merkaba,” Dr. Reeves suggested.
“Rita you wait in the car and be ready to go once we have Linda.”
“No,” Rita answers. “Linda will most likely not talk to you. But she will
talk to me. Jeff, you and I can build the spiritual ‘mercrappa’ or
whatever that thing is. Stephen can wait in the car and be ready to go.”
“Look whatever, let’s just get this done,” Dr. Andrews demands.
Dr. Andrews gets in the driver seat of the car and closes the door.
“Okay Rita, remember we have to have our thoughts in tune with each
other, focus on our breathing and be completely relaxed in order for
this to work. So close your eyes, clear your mind, breathe, and focus
your thoughts on appearing in Linda Lee’s room,” Dr. Reeves says.
Rita does as she is told and Dr. Reeves follows suit. About five seconds
later, both Rita and Dr. Reeves turns into energy light specs and float
into the mental facility heading towards Linda Lee’s room.
Dr. Andrews is amazed by what he sees.
“Wow I can’t wait to try that out,” he says.
The energy light specs float by undetected in the mental facility and
appear to be working like a charm. They pass by nurses, doctors,

orderlies, and some patients without anyone suspecting a thing.
However, there is one male patient with short brown hair and
Caucasian skin, Nick Rogers, who clearly sees the energy light specs and
begins to follow them to Linda Lee’s room, which was indeed heavily
guarded by two military men armed with assault rifles. This causes Nick
to back off for the time being.
MY NAME IS NICK ROGERS. I’M HERE BECAUSE I KNOW TOO MUCH. I’M HERE
BECAUSE I CAN SEE WHAT OTHERS CANNOT. JUST LIKE LINDA LEE I AM BEING
SUPPRESSED AND OPPRESSED. HUMANITY IS SO STUPID, WHICH IS WHY I
WELCOME THE COMING CULLING OF THE POPULATION THAT IS ABOUT TO TAKE
PLACE. HUMANS WERE GIVEN THIS BEAUTIFUL PLANET AND THEY JUST ABUSE
IT. BUT WHAT THEY DON’T REALIZE, WHAT I REALIZE AND WHAT LINDA LEE
REALIZED IS THAT THE PLANET HAS HAD ENOUGH AND WILL BEGIN TO CURE
THE CANCER THAT HAS BEEN PLAGUING IT – HUMANITY.

The energy light specs catch the attention of Linda Lee, who looks
about 54 years of age with moderately wrinkled Caucasian skin, red
glasses attaching to a gold glasses holder chain, and dirty blonde hair.
She seems to be amazed by this, almost knowing what it is. The specs
begin to expand as they form the bodies of Rita and Dr. Reeves. Linda is
even more amazed.
“You know,” Linda says. “It could just be the drugs but I’m pretty sure
that I have seen the coolest thing ever.”
Dr. Reeves and Rita appear to be a little lightheaded. But they look
around the room assuring them that the merkaba worked. They get a
good luck at Linda. Linda gets a good look at them, recognizing Rita.
“Rita,” Linda says. “Is that you?”

“Yes, Linda,” Rita answers back. “It’s me.”
Rita walks up to Linda and gives her a hug. There is a loud pounding
coming from the other side of the door.
“Hey Lee,” the guard out front booms. “Keep it down in there!
“How did you know how to do the merkaba,” Linda asks. “I didn’t even
think that you believed in that stuff.”
Lee spots Dr. Reeves. Then look at Rita and gives her a sly smile and a
wink.
“New beefcake?”
Both Rita and Dr. Reeves start stumbling over each other with their
words just to say no.
“No, we’re just friends Linda,” Rita replies. “But he is also helping me
with a story, and we can really use your help.”
“Rita, I know you’ve always tried to help me when everyone thought
that I was crazy,” Linda says. “But I don’t see how much help that I can
be, you know, with me being in here.”
“Well we may be able to help you, Linda,” Dr. Reeves interjects. “We
have reason to believe that the information that you were writing
about all these years may be the truth. We have some evidence that
will prove you to be on to something.”
“Even if you were able to connect this evidence with what I was writing
about,” Linda replies. “The government and the powers that be that

control the status quo for their benefit would try their hardest to
suppress it. This time it could result in my death.”
“Linda,” Rita says as she takes Linda’s hand and holds it. “We will do
everything in our power to protect you. We may really have a shot at
revealing something to the entire human race that can save our
species. I think that’s worth fighting for.”
“We’ve also learned that the spiritual merkaba works better if more
that two people are able to build it at once,” Dr. Reeves added. “’Which
means that with your thought power combines with ours….”
“The merkaba would be even more effective,” Linda interrupts.
Linda sits down, takes a deep breath and lets it out slowly.
“After we get out of here, you do realize that every Fed, police officer
and government agent will be looking for us, resulting in an all-out
manhunt,” Linda tells Rita and the doctor.
“We are aware that the risks are great,” Dr. Reeves replies. “Another
thing that we are truly aware of is that we can’t do this without you.
Please help us Linda.”
Linda gets up, grabs her pillow, rips it and pulls out a bottle.
“I kept this for the last three years, knowing that I would need it soon,”
Linda says. “Look like about the right time to use it.”
Rita and Dr. Reeves examine the contents in the bottle. It appears to be
a clear liquid. Dr. Reeves opens the bottle, puts his nose to it, and
begins to sniff.

“It’s odorless,” Dr. Reeves says. “It could actually pass for water.”
“That’s the point,” Linda replies. “It’s not against the rules to have
water in your room.”
Linda retrieves the bottle back from Dr. Reeves.
“But what is really in here could get me in a substantial amount of
trouble. What is in this bottle will decalcify my pineal gland. After all
the drugs that I have been given in this place, all with a tremendous
amount of sodium fluoride, I’m surprised that I was able to see your
merkaba. This tonic right here will open my third eye on a permanent
basis.”
Linda begins to drink the contents in the bottle to the last drop. Once
she consumed the contents of the bottle, she was able to pick up
clairaudient sounds from another dimension. She was also able to
clairvoyently see other inter-dimensional entities such as reptilians,
Nordics, and a few low level demons. However she was aware that
these entities didn’t have the ability to harm her due to the difference
in frequency.
“Looks like it worked,” Linda said. “Let’s get the hell out of here.”
Suddenly, there was a knock on the door.
“Linda,” said the voice behind the door. “It’s time for your meds.”
Rita and Dr. Reeves begin to get nervous. However, Linda is calm, cool,
and collected.

“No worries”, Linda says. She then shuts her eyes, breathes deeply, and
then whispers: “I will that you two become invisible.”
After whispering those words, Rita and Dr. Reeves begin to fade until
they can’t be seen.
“Did she just make us invisible”, Rita asked.
“It appears so,” Dr. Reeves replied. “Or it doesn’t appear at all. Rather
we don’t appear at all.”
A tan-skinned male nurse at about thirty years of age, completely bald
and somewhat muscular opens the door and comes in holding a small
clear cup with two pills and water.
“Okay Linda,” the male nurse says as he extends the cup to her. “You
know the drill.”
Linda takes the cup from the male nurse and pours the pills into her
mouth. She then takes the water from the male nurse and drinks of it.
“Now open your mouth”, the male nurse says with flashlight in hand.
Linda opens wide and the male nurse turns on the flashlight and
searches the inside of her mouth to verify that the pills were ingested.
Seeing that there were no pills in her mouth, the male nurse turns the
flashlight off and then exits the room and locks the door.
“I thought the pills calcified your pineal gland,” an invisible Dr. Reeves
said.
Linda grins, holds out her hand and makes the pills that she just took
appear in her hand.

“I think I’m starting to understand why the government thought you to
be dangerous,” said an invisible Rita.
“It is not really me that they fear,” Linda replies. “What the powers that
be really fear is for the masses to obtain these powers after they
evolve. With these powers, humanity can heal themselves, they can
unlock the supernatural abilities within them so that we can no longer
be controlled. The conclusion of the Kali Yuga is quickly approaching,
and the Satya Yuga is soon to arrive.”
“Kali Yuga? Satya Yuga,” an invisible Rita said with curiosity in her voice.
“The Kali Yuga is the Dark Age,” Linda answers. “It is the period where
humanity is in a deep state of ignorance and where fear rules. Wars.
Economic Collapse. It all leads up to the end of the Kali Yuga. In order to
reign in the new, the old has to perish. The Satya Yuga is the beginning
of the Golden Age where humanity can finally live in a word full of
knowledge, unlock their true potential, and experience true freedom.
But the powers that be desperately want to control humanity on a
brutal level while they alone reap the benefits of the Golden Age. They
steal the spiritual energy of all humanity for themselves to assist them
in becoming superhuman.”
“Why would the powers that be need the masses’ spiritual energy,” the
invisible Rita asked. “Don’t they have their own?”
“No,” the invisible Dr. Reeves replied. “The powers that be do not
possess a soul like a human does. Hence they desire to steal the souls
of humanity by keeping them in a state of fear in order to make them
do their bidding. Mind control would in turn lead to soul control.

Enough souls under your control, you can control the ATMA, which is
spirit. If the ATMA is controlled by the wrong hands, the end result
would be devastating.”
“On top of that, the powers that be are not the ones that would control
the ATMA if they were able to gain control,” Linda added. “The elite are
under control of the archons. There is an archon that is at the top of the
hierarchy named Lord Triptor, a reptilian.”
“Wow this is insane,” invisible Rita reacted with a mix of fascination and
shock.
“That’s not all,” Linda added. “Triptor is actually not the real name of
the head archon. His inner circle knows him by his real name:
Yaldaboath.”
“So why does that matter,” invisible Rita asks.
“Yaldaboath is also known as Jehovah,” Dr. Reeves adds.
“But ,” invisible Rita says. “If that’s true, then the head archon that is
attempting to control all the souls of humanity is….”
“Lord God of the Bible,” Linda interjects. “That was the information that
got me committed to this place. My publisher tried to sway me from
revealing this information and when she knew that I was not going to
give in, she dropped me and gave me up to the government officials.
On top of that she was a devout Catholic, so hearing that info didn’t
please her anyway.”

Although she was still invisible, Rita’s silence said it all. Rita was raised a
Christian. A Southern Baptist to be exact. She always believed the god
of the Bible to be the one true god. Obviously, this news was not very
pleasing to the ear.
Interdimensionally, a low-level, 4th dimension entity named Skoal was
eavesdropping without the knowledge of the three in the 3rd
dimension. Skoal is one of Lord Triptor’s minions.
“We can talk about all of this when we get out of here,” Dr. Reeves
suggests. “Steve is still waiting for us outside.”
“Well then we’d better get started on the merkaba,” Linda suggests.
“But wait,” Rita interjects. “Don’t you have to make us visible again?”
“Nah,” Linda answers. “I could see you the whole time.”
Linda closes her eyes and begins to breathe deeply, as does Rita and Dr.
Reeves. All three of them turn into energy light specs, successfully
activating the merkaba, and penetrate through the wall of Linda’s
room, past the armed guards outside of her room, passing the variety
of doctors, nurses, patients, and administrative staff. Nick Rogers spots
them again. This time he hatches a plan to investigate, which involve
him to cause a diversion. He spots the fire alarm and pulls it. Out in the
parking garage, Dr. Andrews hears this and understandably begins to
worry. Back in the hospital, everyone is scrambling to exit the building.
As this is going on, Nick grabs one of the doctor’s white jackets, luckily
finding a key card in one of the pockets and begins to exit toward
where the parking garage is, slipping out unnoticed.

The energy specs successfully make it back to the car in the parking
garage and the energy light specs form Linda, Rita, and Dr. Reeves in
their human forms.
“It’s about time,” Dr. Andrews said impatiently. “I was about to send a
search party.”
“Not now, Steve,” Dr. Reeves answers back.
“Who pulled the fire alarm,” Linda asks.
“I did,” Nick says, causing everyone to look in his direction. As soon as
Linda spots him, she recognizes him off the bat.
“Nick,” she says.
“Friend of yours,” Dr. Andrews says to Linda.
“No, I wouldn’t call him a friend,” Linda replies back to Dr. Andrews.
“He was an overzealous fan of mine.”
“So basically a stalker,” Dr. Andrews adds.
“Well I was trying not to use such a negative word, but yeah, stalker
sums it up,” Linda says.
“I pulled it because I saw you three leave the hospital as energy light
specs,” Nick said as he walks towards them. “I want to help. Take me
with you.”
“Look here nutty,” Dr. Andrews says quite rudely. “This is no road trip
to Disneyland. We have important things to do. So no you can’t come.”

After hearing Dr. Andrews’s not-so-flattering answer, Nick pulls out a
walkie-talkie. This causes grave concern to the others.
“Uh-oh he’s got a walkie-talkie,” Rita says.
“Which at this point in time is more dangerous than a gun,” Linda adds.
“Maybe I should ask those armed guards if it’s okay if I can go,” Nick
says.
“Wait,” Dr. Reeves demands. “You can come.”
“He can,” Rita, Linda and Dr. Andrews asks at the same time.
“Look he has leverage and he may come in handy,” Dr. Reeves assures
them. “But we have to go now Nick so less talking and more moving.”
Nick is excited as he runs towards the car.
“This is great,” Nick says with enthusiasm. “You won’t even know I’m
here.”
“I believe he said ‘less talking’,” Dr. Andrews says. “That sounds like the
same amount of talking you were doing, if not more.”
Nick gets in the car, as does everyone else. Dr. Andrews starts the car
and drives out of the parking lot, and then on the road.

CHAPTER 7
2014. San Francisco. Two energy light specs emerge, land in an
abandoned open space and then take the form of Paul and Darren’s
bodies.
“Wow,” Darren says. “That was cool.”
As Darren went to walk, he began to feel a bit lightheaded.
“I think I need to sit down,” he says as he dropped to the ground in a
sitting position after saying what he did.
“So what do we do now,” Darren asks.
Paul takes a few seconds to think. He begins to have a sudden flash. In
this flash, he sees the Pacific Ocean and a substance of a light green
type color. Almost like radiation. As this substance is traveling all over
the ocean, he sees fish rising up to the sea. At worst, the fish are dead.
At best, they appear to have mutated. Some with extra gills and even
one fish which appeared to have an extra eye underneath its mouth.
Paul’s flash ends as he snaps back to reality. Darren sees this.
“What did you see”, Darren asks.
“I saw the Pacific Ocean,” Paul answers. “It was contaminated with
some kind of radiation which was either mutating or killing the sea life.”
Paul begins to walk, unsure of where he was going. All he knew was
that he needed to start moving. Darren followed behind him. As they
are walking, a husky man in his 40s, brown skin and short black hair
carrying a stack of small fliers approach the boys.

“Hello boys,” the man says.
“No we do not want any candy, or Pokémon cards, or toys and we will
not get into your car,” Paul says to the man.
“Relax boys,” the man assures Paul. “First, I do not have a car. Second, I
just wanted to invite you to our church located at 45 Lombard Street.”
The man gives the flier for Paul to take. Paul takes it and begins to
peruse it.
“Jesus is coming! Let the FIRST CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST help
you build the relationship with your Lord and Savior so that the gates of
heaven will be open to you,” Paul reads off of the flier.
“Our service begins in ten minutes and you two are welcome to come,”
the man says. “I hope to see you there. Jesus be with you.”
The man leaves to head to the church.
“Are we going to go, Paul,” Darren asks.
“What have I told you about churches, Darren”, Paul asks.
“Churches are places where people believe they can buy salvation,”
Darren says.
“And,” Paul asks.
“Pastors start them as a money-making pyramid scheme because they
can’t get a real job,” Darren says.

“And,” Paul asks again.
“If the government allows churches to be tax-exempt, then there is a
psychological agenda at hand,” Darren says.
“That’s right,” Paul confirms.
Darren takes the flier from Paul and begins to read it himself.
“It says that there’s going to be food there,” Darren says.
Upon hearing that, Paul remembered that he hasn’t eaten since
yesterday and that he was hungry.
“Okay, new plan,” Paul says. “We hit up the holy place, get some food
and we continue on with our mission.”
“It also says that in order to eat, we must attend the church service,”
Darren adds.
“Always a catch,” Paul says with disappointment, but not with a hint of
surprise. “Okay, let’s get this over with.”
Paul and Darren walk until they see the church with the sign FIRST
CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST. They enter and see an AfricanAmerican lady in her early 50s standing at the door. She spots Paul and
Darren.
“Oh hello boys,” she says. “Welcome to the FIRST CHURCH OF THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST, Amen! Praise the Lord.”
The lady has a glazed look in her eyes, with a painted-on smile on her
face. A look like she has been brainwashed all of her life.

“My name is Crystal; I’m one of the deacons at the church, Amen?”
The boys stare at her saying nothing.
“Amen,” Crystal repeats again.
“Um, if you’re Christian, why do you keep saying an Egyptian god’s
name,” Paul asks.
This time Crystal stares without saying anything.
“So when do they start serving the food,” Darren asks. “We’re
starving.”
“Well, we serve dinner after the service,” Crystal answers.
“And how long is that because we can’t stay very long,” Paul says.
“The service is only one hour,” Crystal answers. “But you boys should
always have time for the Lord. He did die on the cross for your sins.
Amen?”
Again, both of the boys say nothing. This time they just walk right into
the sanctuary and sit down in the back row. The sanctuary starts to fill
up with church members. As soon as everyone takes their seats, the
reverend, a tan skinned, 35 year old with glasses and short hair by the
name of Reverend Drake Parker.
“Praise the Lord, church,” Reverend Parker announces to the sanctuary.
“Praise the Lord,” the congregation answers back.
“Let’s us pray,” Reverend Parker says.

Everyone in the congregation bows their heads. Darren begins to bow
his head, but then Paul puts his hand under his forehead in order to lift
his head back upright. Darren turns his head in Paul’s direction and Paul
shakes his head saying no.
“Lord Jesus,” the reverend says as he begins to pray. “Order our steps
in your word. Because you live, we can face tomorrow. Every knee shall
bow and every tongue confess that you are Lord…”
As the reverend is praying, Paul takes out the inter-dimensional
spectacles and puts them on. He put his focus on the reverend which
revealed that he was a reptilian. Half-human, half-archon. Paul removes
the glasses while looking at the reverend, this time looking like a
normal human being.
IT FIGURED THAT HE WOULD BE A HYBRID.

“Now,” the reverend continues. “We all love this church and all need a
place to worship. But we all know that the rent has to be paid.”
OH HERE WE GO.

“Now the collection plate as of late has been light,” the reverend says.
“Now if we want the Lord to bless us, you need to give. Don’t ask why?
If you want the Lord’s blessing, you need to give. So as the collection
plate goes around, don’t just pass it to your neighbor. Give to the Lord.
SINCE WHEN DOES “THE LORD” NEED MONEY?

The collection plate starts to go around the sanctuary. When it reaches
Darren and Paul, they each drop in a penny. This gets the reverend’s
attention.

“I see that we have two newcomers here at the FIRST CHURCH OF THE
LORD JESUS CHRIST,” the reverend stated. “Amen?”
“Amen,” the congregation responds back.
PLEASE DON’T TELL US TO COME UP! PLEASE DON’T TELL US TO COME UP!

“Why don’t we have these young men come up and testify, Amen?”
“Amen,” the sheep-like congregation repeats.
“Come on up boys, don’t be shy,” the reverend demands. “We are all
brothers and sisters in Christ.”
“Just keep thinking about the food,” Darren suggests to Paul.
Both Paul and Darren walk to the front of the sanctuary and the
reverend gives the microphone to Paul.
“Um,” Paul starts to speak into the microphone. “I don’t know what to
say.”
“Tell us how Jesus saved you young man,” a woman from the
congregation yelled out.
“Amen,” the rest of the congregation shouted.
“Um, well, I guess I’ll start with a question,” Paul says. “Most of you are
African-American. Why do you worship a white savior?”
The congregation fell completely silent.
“What, no Amen,” Darren asks the congregation.

“Think about it people,” Paul continues. “You all talk about the ‘end
times’ and the ‘second coming’. You live in fear, you talk trash behind
each other back, and you sin like nobody’s business. But then you think
it’s all well and good on Sunday when you think that you can make up
for it by going to church, saying a few prayers, not to mention saying
‘Amen’ infinite times, put a dollar into the collection plate, and trade
your free thought to Jesus. But then once you exit the church you go
back to your old ways. You still are greedy, prideful, lustful, and hateful.
Everything that your Jesus was not.”
Darren got a good look at the congregation, which showed a mix of
shocked and upset looks.
“Hey Paul,” Darren says. “Maybe you should stop.”
“Oh no,” Paul says to Darren. Then he points to Reverend Parker. “Holy
boy over there brought it on himself when he wanted us to come up
here and speak. You reap what you sow, isn’t that right, Reverend?”
The congregation fixes their attention on the reverend, who is now
speechless.
“Another thing,” Paul continues. “Do you really think that it is so simple
to get into heaven by accepting some man who died on a cross? When
are you people going to start taking responsibility for your own souls?”
Paul turned to the reverend and noticed his face get scaly and his eyes
shift. This surprised Paul, who then looked at Darren.

“What’s wrong Paul,” Darren asks.
“Uhhh,” Paul says as he is trying the right words to say after what he
just saw. “I think we better go.”
“Why,” the reverend said. “You boys just got here.”
Soon, the doors of the congregation slam shut.
The boys get scared.
“Now I remember why I wasn’t a fan of church,” Darren says.
The entire congregation takes the form of reptilians. The boys take
notice and run straight for the door. However, it is unfortunately
locked. When the boys turn around, Reverend Parker is in full reptilian
form.
“We know who you boys are,” the reptilian reverend said. “We know
that you possess the ascension formula.”
The other reptilians are riled up due to the boys’ fear.
“We can taste your fear,” one of the reptilian church members said.
“It’s delicious.”
“Well there’s something we know that you don’t,” Paul says.
Then he pulls out the energy gun and pulls the trigger. It produces a
powerful sound energy wave which tortures all of the reptilians and
fortunately unlocks the church door, allowing the boys to escape. They
run until they reach an abandoned area where they were alone.

“Hey,” a homeless Caucasian woman yells from a cardboard box. “Get
out of here, this is my spot!”
“Easy lady, we’re hiding from some evil church members and their
reptile reverend,” Darren says.
What Darren says catches the homeless woman’s attention. “Did you
say evil church members and their reptile reverend?”
Paul and Darren both look at the lady.
“You know about them,” Paul asks.
“The FIRST CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST? Of course I know about
them,” the homeless lady says.
The lady spotted the energy gun in Paul’s hand.
“Is that an energy gun,” the lady asked.
“Okay who are you lady,” Paul asks. “Obviously you know quite a bit for
someone without a home.”
The homeless lady stands up and then her whole form glows, sparkles
and then shifts into a beautiful brunette looking as if she is in her late
20s, with a white gown.
“I have been waiting for you Paul Morgan,” the beautiful woman says.
“Sylvia told me to expect you. I am Sophia. I have been sent from the
Infinite creator to assist you.”
“Wow another hottie,” Darren says.

“We’re actually glad to see you,” Paul says. “When we first got here to
San Francisco I had a flash of the Pacific Ocean being contaminated
with some kind of radiation.”
“The flash that you had was accurate,” Sophia tells Paul. “There was a
radiation leak from a power plant in Japan and the radiation got into
the Pacific Ocean contaminating all sea life.”
“Was that the cataclysmic event that Sylvia was talking about that was
supposed to happen on the west coast,” Darren asked.
“That is only part of the event,” Sophia says. “However, it is a major
part. The archons and their hybrid minions that reside here on Mother
Earth plan to create a tsunami in the Pacific Ocean which will wipe out
the eleven states on the west coast. Whoever survives will be heavily
mutated by the radiation.”
“Is there any way that we can stop it,” Paul asks.
“Unfortunately no,” Sophia regretfully answers. “It is part of the Infinite
creator’s divine plan. This event must take place as a part of humanity’s
evolution.”
“So how is the death of millions of American citizens going to assist in
humanity’s evolution,” Paul asks.
“Unfortunately, Mother Earth is not sustainable to accommodate so
many humans,” Sophia answers. “Mother Earth is in the process of
cleansing itself of a cancer that has been detrimental to her survival.
That cancer is humanity. Humanity for the most part has been ‘serviceto-self’ and has not opened their heart chakra 51%. Therefore much of

humanity is not in balance with Mother Earth’s high vibration. The ones
who open the heart chakra 51% become ‘service-to-others’ and
therefore vibrate in balance with Mother Earth.”
Upon hearing this, both Paul and Darren have a look of shock.
“But why is humanity a cancer,” Darren asks with grave concern.
“Humanity has exploited the resources of Mother Earth while poisoning
the air, water, exploiting the land, destroying the plant and animal life
that she provides,” Sophia replies. “Humanity treats Mother Earth as
just some dead rock thanks to listening to and trusting materialist
scientists. Mother Earth is alive and is sentient. She is self-aware just
like humanity. She is also being interrupted in her ascension into a
higher density and she is also aware that it is humanity that is
responsible. Because of this, the planet has to cleanse itself to remain
in balance with the higher vibrations. Humanity keeps Mother Earth in
a low vibration and as much as she loves humanity, she cannot be
disrupted on her ascension.”
“But not all humans are poisoning Mother Earth. I know that most of
humanity comes off as stupid, but for the most part they’re just
ignorant,” Paul asks.
After Paul says this, Darren pulls a candy wrapper out of his pocket and
throws it on the ground. Paul sees this and slaps Darren on the arm.
Darren bends down and picks it up rapidly.

“See what I mean? I’m sure if humanity is alerted at what they are
doing, they will change,” Paul continues.
“Humanity has been given many warnings by Mother Earth; in the form
of wildfires, earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis. But humanity has
ignored these warnings. Instead humanity continues their unnecessary
attack on Mother Earth just for the sake of imaginary wealth and
tyrannical control of the resources that she provides for all,” Sophia
clearly explains to the boys.
“But you said that the Global Elite wanted to engineer a tsunami,” Paul
fires back. “Hence it can’t be a natural event from Mother Earth. As a
matter of fact, if Mother Earth loves humanity, she would allow us as
much time as we need to match her vibration.”
“The time window is rapidly closing,” Sophia said. “If humanity does not
raise their vibration in harmony with Mother Earth by the middle of the
post-nano second, the tsunami will have to be allowed by the Infinite
creator to take place on the eleven western American states, and they
will remain in the 3rd dimension and be subjected to unspeakable
tyranny and oppression under the rule of Triptor, head of the Sirian
Empire.”
“Yeah, we’ve met him,” Darren said.
“He is the unseen force residing in the lower 4th dimension that is
leading the attack on Mother Earth,” Sophia replied. “The Sirian Empire
is a patriarchal regime. They are responsible for the male-dominated
organized religions, like Islam and Christianity, which suppress the
essence of the female principle. The male and female energies must be

in balance. Triptor and his hybrid minions on Mother Earth are
desperately trying to imbalance the energies towards full male
domination. This would put all of humanity in the reptilian brain
permanently. Humanity would become extremely territorial,
aggressive, and ‘service-to-self’. This would also keep humanity in an
even more constant state of fear than they currently are in, making it
even harder for them to raise their vibration to match Mother Earth.”
“What is the post-nano second,” Paul asks with inquisitive curiosity.
“The period between 2013 and 2017 is the stage one post-nano
second,” Sophia answers. “As Sylvia told you, 1987-2012 was the nano
second. When 2013 hit, we entered the first stage of the post nanosecond. Time and creation started to slow down gradually, but with the
energy from the nano second, and the energy that continues to leak
into your dimension, humanity must use this time to reflect on what’s
really important for them as a collective species. This is the year when
the Global Elite plan on unleashing the tsunami. There will be great
strife in world events. The global economy will collapse. Global civil
unrest will take place. By 2017 humanity will be left with a choice. Will
they submit to the microchip implant and barcode tattoo and become
enslaved in the coming 3D Tech Prison. Or will they claim their natural
rights as sovereign beings of the Infinite creator, refuse the tattoo and
microchip implant, and choose to live in harmony with nature as
Mother Earth makes her ascension. In order for the rest of humanity to
ascend, they must have their heart chakra 51% open. Those who do are
not at least 51% service-to-others will remain in the 3rd dimension until
they are able to open their heart chakra at least 51%. If they don’t open

it by the end of 2017, they will become subject to the Sirian Empire’s
low vibration 3D Tech Prison.”
Police sirens start to sound which Sophia and the boys become aware
of. They sounds move closer and get louder.
“You must go,” Sophia advises. “The authorities that reside on Mother
Earth are still after you and they must not catch you. If you need to
reach me, just call out to me by saying: ‘I call on Sophia, the wisdom of
the Infinite creator, to manifest before me.’”
After saying what she said, Sophia disappears, leaving the boys alone.
“Let’s do the merkaba back home,” Paul suggests. “We need to have a
meet and greet with the H.A.I.C. (Head Archon-In-Charge).”
“What make you so sure that Triptor won’t kill us the first chance he
gets,” Darren asks.
“I’m not sure,” Paul answers. “But we have something he needs. I think
we need to make a deal.”
A police car pulls in front of the alley that the boys were in. When the
car stops, two police officers exit the car and walk towards the boys.
“What do we do now,” Darren whispers to Paul.
Paul whispers back, “We keep your mouths shut.”
“Hello boys,” one of the officers, whose name was Officer Rivera, says.
“What are you doing here in this alley?”
The boys say nothing.

“You know it’s okay to talk to us,” the other officer, whose name was
Officer Brown.
Officer Rivera is a Puerto Rican with medium black hair and Officer
Brown is a bald African-American.
“Are we being detained,” Paul asks the officers.
“No young man,” Officer Brown says. “We just…”
“Are we free to go,” Paul interrupts.
“Well we just wanted to ask….”
“Are we being detained,” Paul asks again.
“Excuse us young man,” Officer Rivera says to Paul. Rivera leans over to
his partner and whispers something. Then both officers walk towards
the police car while talking to each other.
“Bill, don’t you recognize those kids,” Rivera whispers to Brown.
“No, should I know who they are,” Brown whispers back.
“Those are the two 12-year old boys that the NSA were looking for,”
Rivera tells Brown. “If we can bring them into custody, we would be
heroes.”
Brown didn’t feel too comfortable with Rivera’s words.
“Why would the NSA be concerned about two pre-teen boys,” Brown
asks Rivera.
“Who cares about that,” Rivera fires back. “The point is that we will be
forever known as the ones who were able to secure Paul Morgan and
Darren Woodlawn into custody”.

Paul has an uneasy feeling of the discussion between the officers.
“Darren”, Paul whispers. “We have to get out of here.”
“But remember what we were taught in school,” Darren replies back
with the same whisper. “We are not allowed to run away from the
cops.”
“When are you going to learn to start thinking for yourself,” Paul asks
Darren.
Darren says nothing.
“Look, just follow my lead,” Paul demands of Darren.
As the officers backs are turned still whispering amongst each other.
Paul starts to slowly make his escape. Darren follows suit. Once they
get far away enough without the officers knowing, they make a run for
it. At this point, Officer Rivera catches them attempting to escape.
“Hey,” Officer Rivera yells. “You kids get back here!”
Officer Brown gets on his walkie-talkie. “Dispatch, we have the two NSA
boys heading west on Lombard Street trying to make an escape. We
need back-up A.S.A.P.”
The two officers hop in the squad car and drive off in pursuit of the
boys.
Back at the NSA headquarters, Tristan enters Chief Russo’s office.

“Chief Russo,” Tristan says trying to get her undivided attention. “We
have Darren Woodlawn and Paul Morgan. They are in San Francisco,
heading west on Lombard Street, fleeing police custody.”
Chief Russo has a look of confusion on her face upon hearing of the
boys’ location. “How did they get to San Francisco so quickly,” she asks
Tristan.
“We’re not sure,” Tristan answers. “But two S.F.P.D. officers confirmed
a visual of the boys and are in pursuit of them right now.”
Chief Russo stands up from her chair. “Tell our field agents in the Bay
area to stay on alert,” Chief Russo commands. “They are not to leave
San Francisco.”
“Yes ma’am,” Tristan obeys and exits Chief Russo’s office.
Chief Russo hops on the phone and dials a number. On the other end,
someone’s mobile phone is ringing. The person answering is the head
of NSA field operations, Roger Wilcox.
“Agent Wilcox,” Roger answers his phone.
“Roger, it’s Melanie. Look we’ve found Darren Woodlawn and Paul
Morgan. They are in San Francisco,” Chief Russo tells Agent Wilcox.
“How did they get to San Francisco in less than twenty minutes,” Roger
asks with confusion and semi-amazement.
“None of us know, but we must get them in custody now,” Chief Russo
commands with urgency. “I’ll send a chopper to your location.”

“Okay, I’m on 3rd Street and Diamond Avenue,” Roger tells Chief Russo.
“The chopper will be there in about ten minutes,” Russo tells Roger and
then hangs up the phone right after. Russo grabs her walkie-talkie.
“This is Chief Melanie Russo, clearance code Osiris-Isis-Horus-3-3-3, I
need a chopper sent to Agent Wilcox whose location is 3rd Street and
Diamond Ave. The destination is Lombard Street in San Francisco,”
Russo says while talking into her walkie-talkie.
“Copy that,” the voice on the other end replies.
Chief Russo puts her walkie-talkie down. She then pushes a button that
tints the windows in her office. As soon as this is done, she picks up her
phone receiver and dials a number.
The phone rings on the other end and is answered by Lord Fauntleroy.
“Ahh Melanie,” Lord Fauntleroy answers. “What is the latest on the
Woodlawn boy?”
“Well sir, we found out that their location is on Lombard Street in San
Francisco,” Chief Russo tells Lord Fauntleroy.
“San Francisco,” Lord Fauntleroy asks with concern. “In less than thirty
minutes? And what do you mean their location? Darren Woodlawn is
just one boy. Who’s the other person?”
“Darren Woodlawn is with his best friend Paul Morgan,” Chief Russo
says.
Upon hearing this, Lord Fauntleroy seems nerved. Almost as if there
was a monkey wrench thrown into his plans.

“Paul Morgan,” Lord Fauntleroy asks.
“Do you know him sir,” Chief Russo inquisitively replies.
“In some form yes,” Lord Fauntleroy says. “Continue to search for the
boys. Lockdown San Francisco if you have to. As a matter of fact, I want
martial law and a curfew put into effect until those boys are in custody.
No one in, no one out. I want the military to do house to house
searches. All constitutional rights are to be suspended. All firearms are
to be confiscated. If any citizen resists they are to be arrested or killed.
Do you understand me, Melanie?”
Chief Russo hears this and cannot muster up the nerve to speak. In her
intuition she knew for certain that this was not right. But she had
orders that needed to be followed.
“Yes sir,” Russo says with a crackle in her voice.
Lord Fauntleroy disconnects the call. There is a ring on the ‘special
phone’. This prompts Lord Fauntleroy to initiate the tinted windows
and pull up the telescreen. Triptor appears on the screen.
“We have located the Woodlawn boy my Lord,” Fauntleroy tells Triptor.
“Forget the Woodlawn boy,” Triptor barks. “Did you realize what your
NSA slave said about Paul Morgan? That disgusting indigo child can
destroy everything.”
“We will catch him my Lord,” Fauntleroy assures Triptor. “The Sirian
Empire will control this pathetic planet one way or another.”

“This is about more than just a pathetic planet, Fauntleroy,” Triptor
says. “We must control the divine fire of the Mother Goddess that lives
within humanity. Once we achieve that, taking over this planet will be a
piece of cake. But Paul Morgan is more powerful than you realize. If he
finds more indigo children that are like him, we will be at a great
disadvantage. It’s the Infinite creator that has sent bothersome children
like Paul Morgan as the ‘cure’ to the Sirian conquest. We have to make
these disgusting humans believe that we are the one and only cure. We
must brainwash and indoctrinate them with this belief to the point
where they cannot believe anything else. We Sirians must get them to
the point where they begin to battle with the fire of the Mother
Goddess that resides inside of them. We must condition them to make
the free-will choice to extinguish their own fire of the Mother Goddess.
Once we do that, the planet will drown in fear, aggression, and hatred
and we will feast on their negative energy for a thousand years. Once
the fear becomes too much for humanity, we can begin to modify them
to fit our 3D Tech Prison and force them to battle with the Infinite
creator.”
“Such a brilliant plan Lord Triptor,” Fauntleroy says with an abundance
of praise.
“I want you to initiate Operation Economic Freefall,” Triptors orders. “It
is time to get this plan in motion. And with Paul Morgan now in this
fray, we must move quicker than ever.”
“Yes master,” Fauntleroy assures Triptor.

Triptor disconnects the communiqué and disappears from the
telescreen.
Fauntleroy pushes a button that raises the telescreen back into the
ceiling. He then turns gets on the intercom.

CHAPTER 7.5
2006. Rita is driving. Dr. Andrews and Nick are sleeping. Dr. Reeves and
Linda are having a conversation.
“So what do you know about the ascension formula,” Dr. Reeves asks
Linda.
“Well for one, if humanity can apply it, they will be unaffected by the
tyranny that the Sirian Empire is planning to impose on the global
population,” Linda answers. “The Sirians feed off of the negative
energies of low vibration feelings such as fear, anger and hatred.
Humanity has to learn how to turn off these negative emotions at will
so that they do not get caught up in the Sirians’ distorted low vibration
frequency. If humanity can balance their logical left-brain with their
intuitive right-brain and learn to let go of attachments in this dimension
such as material possessions and emotional feelings that do not serve
their best interests for the Universe, they will experience a quantum
leap in consciousness. This will be the start of the sixth root race that
H.P. Blavatsky spoke about in her Secret Doctrine.”
“Why are the Sirians so desperate to control humanity,” Dr. Reeves
asks.
“This is the error that many seekers of the truth make,” Linda replies.
“It isn’t humanity itself that Triptor and the Sirians want to control. It is
the eternal wisdom state which is true reality and who we really are.
Once you control that, by default you gain total control of the human
experience. This locks us in the human experience and separates us
from Infinite Awareness. This will make it easier for them to walk into

tyranny if the humanity concept of care is extinguished. When this is
done, people are more inclined to look to a savior just to make the
excuse that they don’t have to do anything. Abrahamic religions have
served the archons well. Did you ever stop and think why religions like
Christianity, Islam and Judaism suppress the female principle?”
Dr. Reeves shakes his head.
“The Sirian Empire is a patriarchal regime,” Linda continues. “It controls
the reptilian brain which is male-dominant. This is how they control the
minds of the Global Elite that seek to control the planet, as well as the
minds of the masses. As long as Triptor and the Sirians can keep
humanity in a reptilian way of thinking, they can maintain control of
humanity to such an extreme that they can condition them to
completely disconnect themselves from the Infinite Awareness. This
would put humanity in a left-hand dominant way of thinking. In order
for the true state of Infinite Awareness to be achieved, humanity must
balance the male and female principle within. They also must be in
harmony with Natural Law and Mother Earth. It goes back to the phrase
that one has to make the change within in order to successfully make
external changes in the world. Are you aware of the Seven Hermetic
Principles?”
“Yes I am,” Dr. Reeves answers.
“The first thing that humanity must know is that ‘ALL IS MIND’, which is
the first Hermetic principle. So with that said, the Infinite Awareness
that we truly are is having a human experience which happens to come

with a mind that truly houses the 3D experience. Everything in the 3D
illusion happens in the mind. So the Sirian archons know this and do
everything in our power to make us believe that the human experience
is real and keep us so attached to it. They also have toiled to keep
humanity separated while in this 3D illusion. Things like race, religion,
social status, gender, political affiliations is all about keeping humanity
at war with each other. As long as humanity has something to fight
about, they will never come together to rise above the soon to come
assault on their divine fire.”
“It all makes sense,” Rita says while driving. “Think about it. Here in
America, it’s always been about rich vs. poor, black vs. white, religion
vs. science. Everything in America is based on duality.”
“Precisely,” Linda says. “Most are not aware that all the major
organized religions were given to us by the Sirian Empire for a reason.
The western religions were left-brained while the eastern religions
were right-brained. This in itself increased duality on a global scale. So
it’s not just in the United States.”
“And it makes sense,” Dr. Reeves says. “The Western societies are kept
in left-brain imbalance making them very violent and selfish, destroying
their selves, while the Eastern societies are kept in the right-brain
imbalance just trying to meditate their troubles away, making them
submissive and ripe for the Sirian Empire’s picking. Either way, not
either side would make it to the Infinite Awareness.”
“Correct,” Linda acknowledges Reeves. “In the coming years, the
archons and their hybrid elite flunkies are going to initiate a series of

cataclysmic disasters in order to kick the fear vibration into overdrive.
What the Sirian Empire doesn’t want the masses to know is that if they
successfully apply the ascension formula, they can prevent the
cataclysmic events from happening on a collective basis. This leads to
another one of the Hermetic principles. That being ‘EVERYTHING
VIBRATES, NOTHING REMAINS AT REST’. This includes humanity. If
humanity can collectively raise their vibration to a high enough level
that they can attain Infinite Awareness, they can thwart the cataclysms
that the Sirian Empire intends to cause on Mother Earth. If not, they
become trapped in the human experience and subject to Triptor’s low
vibration 3D Tech Prison.”
“How do we get humanity to understand this,” Rita asks. “Nowadays
the masses don’t think about things like what you speak of.”
“Humanity has no excuse to remain ignorant,” Linda fires back. “Ever
since the internet became available to the public, we have entered the
Information Age. The ones who were concerned about where the world
was going were welcome to use their free-will to do the research and
become informed. The Sirians knew that this would happen because
there was a burst of Infinite Awareness that leaked out during the
nano-second.”
“The nano-second,” Rita asked with curiosity.
“Currently, as of 2006, we are in the nano-second,” Linda replies to
Rita’s question. “It began in 1987 when there was an abundant amount
of channeled material from star beings residing in different future
timelines. They are attempting to reach out to present-day humans

about making better choices for the future of themselves, their children
and their grandchildren. In the nano-second energy is in the form of
information and time and creation speeds up. Time is truly an illusion,
but it is made to be very real in the 3D human experience. However we
have been able to use the idea of time to gain the information about
the nano-second. This critical 25-year period is the chance where
humanity can truly understand who they are, which is all
possibility…everything and nothing….alpha and omega. Most
importantly, the nano-second is when humanity must repair their own
3D timelines in order to secure a better future for their selves. The way
to rise above the 3D illusion is remembering who really are and why we
came into this experience in the first place. It is to learn to care for each
other and living in harmony within natural law.”
“So what happens if humanity fails in its mission during the nanosecond,” Dr. Reeves asks.
“If humanity does not raise its vibration with Mother Earth,
unspeakable numbers of people will perish and become a casualty of
her cleansing,” Linda answers. “Those who perish in this dimension will
that haven’t been able to remember who they are will be recycled back
into the 3D illusion to relive the human experience. They will be
subjected to the Sirian Empire’s implant station, where they will have
their memory of their past life erased. This is why it is recommended
that the human soul should never head towards the light, as the light
leads back to the 3D illusion which is made of light. Not to mention that
the light bearer is Lucifer, who is also Jesus as well. See? Duality again!

Instead, the human soul must head to the darkness where there is no
judgment, conflict or indoctrination. There is only neutral stillness. This
will lead the human soul out of the archons 3D illusion. However, one
of humanity’s major problems is that they believe Earth to be some
unaware, lifeless rock without consciousness. This is due to the
conditioning imposed on by the establishment science, or ‘séance’
which comes from the Sirian Empire. They destroy a sentient being
without remorse, concern, or even batting an eye. The problem is that
they are keeping Mother Earth from evolution. This cannot be allowed
to continue.”
“And I couldn’t be happier that humanity will suffer because of their
ignorance,” Nick says, obviously awake from his brief slumber.
“Humanity for so long have chosen technology over their roots in
nature. It happened during the period of Atlantis. But the karma is
heavier now. All you have to do is look around you. I see countless of
stupid humans staring into iPhones and smart phones, ignoring the
magnificent creation of the Infinite creator. They spend countless hours
in front of a television, letting it program the reality that it wants them
to believe in. Then they mindlessly support senseless wars in countries
that never did anything to them in order to send in the military to steal
resources that Mother Earth provides for all humanity. Then those
same idiots that sent the military to those countries take away the civil
liberties of their own citizens in the name of ‘national security’. Then
the dumb citizens just shrug their shoulders and wonder what the
football scores are.”

“I hate to admit it but Nick is right,” Linda says. “Humanity has been so
deep in its slumber forgetting that the human experience is just
that…an experience. They hold on to it like it’s all that matters when
true reality is much greater and grander than that. It gets to the point
where they don’t even have the ability to see the big picture. It also
doesn’t help when there are those who do see the big picture and
attempt to blow the whistle just to end up harassed, imprisoned, or
murdered. But the Infinite creator wants desperately to assist humanity
in their ascension. So it sent catalysts into this illusion called ‘indigo
children’ to assist in the speeding up of expanding consciousness. It was
an agreement as part of the nano-second. These children are known as
‘system busters’. They are the revolutionaries that rebel against the
current paradigm. They are a line of defense to get the ball rolling on
shaking those living the human experience. The Infinite creator also
demanded that humanity be allowed a post-nano second period in
order to reflect on what they truly face in the future and get their
awakening in order. This is the period between 2013 and 2017 where
time illusion and creation begins to gradually slow down and the
consciousness from the nano-second decrease year by year. By 2017
the consciousness will stop in the 3D illusion and those who have not
raised their vibration with Mother Earth will be imprisoned in the
Sirians’ low vibration of fear and will be subject to Triptor’s 3D Tech
Prison.”
“Humans only believe the 5-sense reality to be the real world when it is
really only 4% of the entire universe,” Nick adds. As he is speaking, Dr.

Andrews gradually awakens from his slumber.
“The other 96% of the universe is comprised of dark matter and dark
energy,” Nick continues. “This is why Linda speaks of not heading
towards the light and instead heading towards the darkness. When you
do that, you are moving away Triptor’s prison grid and into the Infinite
awareness where you can become multidimensional and manifest your
own reality much easier.”
“How much do the authorities on this planet know about this
information,” Dr. Andrews inquires, joining the conversation for the
first time.
“Everything on the planet as far as information dissemination is on a
strictly ‘need-to-know’ basis,” Nick answers. “The Global Elite are dark
occultists and execute their plans by compartmentalizing information.
Just have a look at the occult symbol of the pyramid of the all-seeing
eye. The ones that are on the bottom of the pyramid are the ones that
are the most ignorant while the ones at the shining top hold the most
knowledge. So those minions that are unwillingly carrying out the
agenda of the Global Elite, which is in reality the agenda of Triptor and
the Sirian Empire, are thinking solely of how their own personal
situation is affected but not how it affects humanity collectively. This is
why the nano-second was initiated. It was to help humanity see the big
picture.”

“While that is also true, your interpretation of the all-seeing eye
pyramid is distorted,” Linda interjects. “What the bricks of the pyramid
represent is a block of suppression. It blocks the light of knowledge
from reaching all and keeps it all at the top. This keeps the majority of
humanity in darkness and ignorance. This is the goal of the Global Elite
black magicians and the Sirian Empire. By the end of the Kali Yuga, the
Sirians and the Elite want to absorb the consciousness that resides in
humanity for their own benefit in order to become all-powerful.
However, the light occultists that were sent by the Infinite creator,
known as the indigo children are attempting to destroy this block of
suppression so that the light of knowledge can be shared with the
collective of humanity. Remember, separation is an illusion because it is
based on duality. Light and dark are both just part of the hypnotic
trance. Nothing is really evil, because everything in 3D is an illusion.”
“Wow,” Rita says. “I would think you’re crazy. But let’s face it, between
what you said actually making sense and seeing the crazy stuff that I
have seen in the last few hours, I not sure if I’m crazy myself.”
A car pulls to the side of Rita’s van, matching her speed. Everyone in
the van notices. On the side of the van it says ‘MORNING STAR MENTAL
FACILITY’.
“Well we should have seen this coming from a mile away,” Nick says.
“What do we do now,” Rita asks.
“You keep driving,” Linda commands. “I’ll handle this.”

Linda shuts her eyes and begins trance breathing. After about ten
seconds the van fades and becomes invisible. This causes the Morning
Star van to stop and the driver and passenger to get out of the car
looking aimlessly.
“Where did they go,” the driver asks.
“No idea,” the other mental facility employee replied.
“Well we can’t go back without Linda Lee and Nick Rogers,” the driver
says. The driver’s mobile phone starts to ring. He answers.
“Yes,” the driver says over the phone.
“Tell me that you have them,” the voice on the other end says.
The driver seems hesitant to answer, but realizes that he has no choice.
“No sir, we unfortunately don’t have them.”
“Well then you’re fired.” The voice says and then hangs up. The person
on the end then dials four digits and the pound key.
On the other end, the phone that was in the driver’s hand and the
phone in his partner’s pocket begin to beep rapidly and both men
evaporate into thin air. It is unknown as to whether these men were
killed or just zapped into a lower dimension.
The vehicle remained invisible as well as everyone inside of it.

“Did I see what I thought I saw”, Rita asked.
“You mean did we just see two men disintegrate into a billion pieces
and leave not a trace of any of them behind,” Dr. Andrews asked as an
answer to Rita’s question.
Rita nods her head. (Even though you can’t see it. Invisible remember?)
“Yeah I saw that,” Dr. Andrews answers.
“Good,” Nick says. “Two down, 7 billion plus more to go.”
“You know if you hate humanity so damn much Nick, why don’t you kill
yourself,” Rita says.
“I would,” Nick answers. “But it’s not my decision to make.”
“Please, what exactly does that mean,” Rita says to Nick.
“I may hate humanity but it’s only because they mock what they don’t
understand,” Nick says back. “They fear the unknown so they pretend
like it doesn’t exist and ridicule those who don’t think like they do, just
so they can be the life of the party. They will film a fight rather than
stop it. They are so materialistic and vain. They worship people who
don’t care about them and they worship money. They slave just to
enrich their masters and then call it freedom. On top of that, they
totally destroy Mother Earth. It’s one thing to be nescient, but to be
ignorant is absolutely bonkers. But I do have to respect that humanity
does have free will. No matter what choice they make, it’s their choice
to make it. But I don’t think anyone has the right to take his or her own
life. Why quit?”

Nick’s rant left everyone speechless.
“And why the hell are we still parked here,” Nick yells.
Rita starts the car.
“I think it’s safe to be visible,” Dr. Reeves says to Lisa.
“I’m on it,” Lisa answers.
Linda uses her abilities to make the car appear visible. This time
manifesting a green Prius. The car pulls off back onto the road.
“Hey look Nick,” Rita says. “We’re driving a Prius now. So now you can
shut up with the ‘kill humanity’ talk because we’re thinking of Mother
Earth.”
“Sorry to disappoint you lady,” Nick returns fire. “But peddling a Prius
isn’t going to save you from what awaits humanity.”
“Yeah and what happens if ‘what awaits humanity’ hits you too,” Dr.
Reeves replies.
“Well then that’s something that I will have to deal with on my own,”
Nick says. “If my time comes then it was meant to happen and I’m
prepared for whatever comes my way. One thing for sure is that I’m out
of that house of horror mental facility. I’d rather die than go back there.
Ten awful months of torture that I wouldn’t wish on my worst enemy.
Well that would actually be impossible because my worst enemy is….”
Dr. Andrews punches him in the face and knocks him out cold.

“You know I don’t advocate violence,” Dr. Reeves says. “But I’m glad
someone decided to do that because I was one word away from doing
in myself.”
Everyone seems to nod in agreement.
“Hey Rita,” Dr. Andrews says. “At least this will be one heck of a story.
You did record it right?”
Rita says nothing. A look of frustration comes upon her face.
“She won’t need the recording,” Linda says.
“Okay I know you’re crazy Linda and you’ve been locked in a looney bin
for a long time,” Rita snaps. “But some people out here in the sane
world have careers. I happen to be a news anchor. This was supposed
to be my breakout story. Millions watch me on TV”
“Oh come on, you’re news network is the lowest-rated on cable. You
don’t even break a hundred thousand viewers on an average night.” Dr.
Andrews snaps back.
“THE POINT IS…,” Rita booms. “This story would bring me to the top.
Hey who knows? I may end up….”
“What? Back on CNN,” Dr. Andrews returns fire. “The same network
that fired you. The same network that you called the devil disguised as
a news network.”

“I don’t have to just work for CNN,” Rita shouts back. “Maybe MSNBC
or Fox News.”
“I think you’re missing the point Rita,” Linda jumps in talking in a
normal tone. “You don’t realize that you just confessed that you used
me in a plan to further your illusory career in this 3D illusion, which
unfortunately ended in failure because you didn’t have the foresight to
prepare properly to record me without my permission. By the way not
to mention you are riding with two fugitives of a maximum security
mental institution according to the laws in this 3D illusion that you
seem to truly believe to be real.”
There is dead silence. But Nick breaks it.
“And this is why I hate humanity!”
This time Linda punches him in the face. This one knocks him out cold.
“But here”, Linda reaches into her pocket and pulls an iPhone. “It was
recording ever since I spoke with Dr. Reeves.”
Linda pushes the play button.
RECORDING: [Reeves] “So what do you know about the ascension formula,?”
[Linda] “Well for one, if humanity can apply it, they will be unaffected by the
tyranny that the Sirian Empire is planning to impose on the global population.”

Linda stops the recording and then hands it to Rita. However, Rita
cannot take it upon herself to accept it.

“Look,” Rita says. “I’m not good at apologies and admitting that I’m
wrong.”
“Ain’t that the truth,” Dr. Andrews interrupts.
“Clam it jerk,” Rita snaps back. She turns back to Linda.
“I’m sorry Linda. You are not just a story. You’re my friend and you’ve
been a big help to us so far. We couldn’t do this without you.”
“I’m glad to hear that Rita,” Linda says back as she smiles. “Because
that was just a 1-minute hologram.”
“What,” everyone in the car shouts.
“I told you that everything in 3D is an illusion,” Linda says as the iPhone
hologram flickers out.
“Okay,” Rita says while lightly hyperventilating, trying to come to terms
to what she had just witnessed. “I think I’m going to need lots and lots
of sleep.”
“Let go of the wheel,” Linda orders Rita.
“Excuse me,” Rita asks.
“I can put it on autopilot while you go to sleep,” Linda answers.
“Are you sure that won’t stop in sixty seconds,” Rita sarcastically asks.
“Not unless you want it to,” Linda sarcastically answers.

Rita rolls her eyes, lets go of the steering wheel, and lays back in her
seat and closes her eyes. Linda then makes a slow circular clockwise
motion two times and makes the car steer and drive itself.
“Wow you’re like a genie except that we don’t have to wish for it,” Dr.
Andrews remarks.

CHAPTER 8
2014. Darren and Paul are still in San Francisco. They are still on foot
fleeing from the police. They make their way to an abandoned building
to lay low.
“We’re going to need some inter-dimensional help,” Paul says to
Darren.
Paul pulls out the slip of paper that Sylvia gave to him earlier, unfolds it
and begins to read. “Beyond the illusion of time and space, I call on
Sylvia to appear before me face to face.”
A flash of light appears, followed by Sylvia.
“Sylvia, we need your help”, Paul tells her.
“I am aware of your situation as is the Infinite creator,” Sylvia answers.
“The international bankers have told the NSA to get prepared for
martial law in San Francisco until you boys are found.”
“That’s not what I’m talking about,” Paul interjects. “We need to find a
way to have a meeting with Triptor.”
“A meeting with Triptor,” Sylvia inquisitively asks. “Why would you
need a meeting with him?”
“Paul believes that we have leverage since we have the ascension
formula,” Darren says joining the conversation. “He wants to make a
deal.”

“There is no dealing with Triptor,” Sylvia answers to Darren. “Now that
he knows that Paul is involved, he is dead set on destroying you both.
He sees Paul as a threat.”
“Why would that be,” Darren asks.
“Triptor sees all indigoes as threats,” Sylvia answers. “He knows that
enough of them in a group have the power to disrupt all of his plans of
total control.”
“So what do we do then,” Paul asks. “We can’t very well just let Triptor
follow through with his agenda. Millions could die.”
“What you must understand is that death in the 3rd dimension is an
illusion,” Sylvia answers. “Where people believe death is something to
fear, it is actually just you returning to be who you really are, which is
Infinite awareness.”
“I find it hard to believe that we can’t do anything to stop this, or at
least delay it,” Paul complains.
Sylvia and the boys hear a chime.
“Uh-oh,” Sylvia says.
“Uh-oh is never good,” Darren says.
“What’s the matter,” Paul asks.
“Major trouble,” Sylvia answers. “You boys come with me. I can keep
you safe and at the same time explain to you what’s going on.”

The boys and Sylvia disappear out of the abandoned building. Two
seconds after, military soldiers begin to storm the abandoned building,
guns drawn and all. Very shortly after, Agent Wilcox and his partner
Agent Collins enter the building.
“Sir there’s no one in here,” the sergeant tells Agent Wilcox.
“Sweep the building just to be sure,” Agent Wilcox orders.
“Yes sir,” the sergeant obeys. He turns to the other soldiers giving
orders. “Team Alpha, take the east wing. Team Delta, take the west
wing.” The other soldiers obey the sergeant’s order.
Agent Wilcox takes his mobile phone out of his pocket and dials a
number.
The phone on the other end ringing is in Chief Russo’s office. Russo
picks up.
“Chief Melanie Russo, NSA,” she answers.
“Melanie, it’s Roger,” Roger says. “I hate to tell you this but it looks like
we just missed Paul and Darren.”
“What kind of boys are these,” Chief Russo says with confusion and
frustration.
“Melanie, may I speak off the record?”
“Go ahead.”
“I do not like this mission one bit. Maybe the reason why we can’t get
to these boys is because they aren’t meant to be caught.”

After hearing this, Chief Russo sits down in her chair at her desk and
deeply inhales and slowly exhales.
“I’ve been having that feeling ever since I was told by the higher-ups to
grab and interrogate Darren Woodlawn,” Chief Russo says. “Listen, I’m
going to leave the office. Call me back on my cell phone in five minutes.
What we are about to speak of cannot be spoken of on this line. Meet
me at the diner on 5th and Diamond Ave.”
“I’m boarding the chopper as we speak,” Roger says.
Both of them hang up their phones.
Chief Russo is gathering her things together, but then a flash of light
appears in her office, startling her. Sylvia, Paul and Darren appear in her
office. Chief Russo is in awe.
"Where are we Sylvia,” Darren asks.
“We are in the NSA chief’s office,” Sylvia answers.
Upon hearing this, Paul has a nervous demeanor. “What are we doing
here?”
“Um, excuse me,” Chief Russo interjects.
They all look in Chief Russo’s direction.
“Where did you come from,” Chief Russo asks. “How did you get in
here?”

“Do not be alarmed, Ms. Russo,” Sylvia orders. “We are not here to hurt
you. As a matter of fact, the two boys you were looking for are right
here.”
Now Paul is really nervous.
“You betrayed us,” Paul said.
“You mean, this is Darren Woodlawn and Paul Morgan,” Chief Russo
asks.
“Yes,” Sylvia replied.
“Okay boys listen,” Chief Russo says. “I truly believe that you boys are
innocent and you may not believe me now, but I want to help.”
Now Paul becomes puzzled.
“But you work for the government,” Paul says. “How do you expect us
to trust you?”
“Not everyone that works for the government is in favor of what is
being implemented,” Chief Russo replies. “As a matter of fact, I was
speaking with one Lord Nelson Fauntleroy III. He’s a super wealthy
international banker who has great influence in finance and politics.
He’s been giving me orders to get Darren into custody.”
“So that’s why those NSA agents came to our school,” Paul said.
“I thought it sounded quite fishy from the start,” Chief Russo continues.
“But like many of us here that work for the government, we have
families of our own that we have to take care of. I myself have a

daughter. Her name is Lily. She’s eight years old. On top of that, she is
not very supportive of my job either.”
“And this is why I brought you to her Paul,” Sylvia says.
“Am I missing something here,” Darren asks.
“Ms. Russo’s daughter Lily is a crystal child,” Sylvia replies. “It’s like an
upgraded version of the indigo child. They are much older and more
mature souls in younger human bodies. I believe that you, Darren, and
Lily can become powerful enough to slow down or even stop Triptor’s
agenda.”
“Uhh Triptor,” Chief Russo asks. “What’s a Triptor?”
“Ms. Russo,” Paul interjects. “What’s going on is bigger than just a
group of international bankers. They are all in cahoots with a group of
interdimensional entities called the archons. The leader is Triptor who
is a reptilian archon. But what many people don’t know is that Triptor is
also known as Yaldaboath who is also known as Jehovah who is also
known as Lord God in the bible.”
Chief Russo looks at Paul as if he’s insane.
“Look lady if we were able to appear in your office out of thin air do
you think that what he’s saying is off-base,” Darren says.
Chief Russo sits down trying to take in all that was just said. She reaches
for her purse, unzips it, and pulls out a bottle of aspirin. Paul sees the
bottle and feels obligated to speak up.
“Just for the record those things are no good for you,” Paul says.

“Yeah well neither is a headache,” Chief Russo answers back.
“He is right Ms. Russo,” Sylvia adds. “Those pills that you take in order
to relieve your headache are made by the very company that is owned
by Lord Fauntleroy. They are toxic.”
“Oh yeah,” Chief Russo condescendingly asks. “Well why am I not dead
yet?”
“Keep taking them and in time you will be,” Paul answers.
As soon as Paul says that she looks at him with surprise.
“What,” Paul asks. “Was it something I said?”
“My daughter said the same thing to me,” Chief Russo replies.
With that said she tosses the bottle of aspirin in the trash.
“I have to meet with my head of field agents at 5th and Diamond. You
three are welcome to join me although it will be difficult to explain how
you got in here in the first place. Especially since every federal agent
and law enforcer is looking for you.”
“Don’t worry about that,” Darren says. “We got in here and into your
office unnoticed and we can get out of here unnoticed.”
“Well I still have to log out,” Chief Russo says. “Wait here and try not to
touch anything. I know how curious kids can get.”

Chief Russo exits her office to go and log out for the day. As she is
walking down the hall, a special news report on television catches her
undivided attention.
“This is Carla Reinhart reporting from the TRN news desk. We have
some tragic news that a major tsunami has hit the west coast of
America. There was severe damage and extreme flooding caused in
areas of California, Oregon, and Washington. This event hit so suddenly
that no one had the opportunity to make it out. We do not have official
numbers on the death toll, but it is imagined to be in the thousands.”
Upon hearing this, Chief Russo rushes back to get to the office but is
then stopped by Tristan.
“Ms. Russo can you believe what has just happened?”
“Not now Tristan,” Chief Russo snaps.
Chief Russo pulls out her mobile phone and attempts to call Agent
Wilcox but receives a message that all circuits are busy. No surprise
there. She makes it back to her office and the boys and Sylvia can tell by
the expression on her face that something is wrong.
“What happened,” Paul asks.
Chief Russo tries to gather the words to express what she just saw on
the news. “Well….there was….a special news report of a tsunami on the
west coast of America. California, Oregon, and Washington are
flooded.”

This alarms the boys as they were just there a few minutes ago. Chief
Russo’s phone rings. The number appears as private.
“That may be Lord Fauntleroy,” Chief Russo says.
“Pick it up,” Paul commands. “Don’t let him know that we spoke.”
Chief Russo picks up the phone. “Chief Melanie Russo, NSA.”
“Melanie my dear.” It turns out that it is Lord Fauntleroy. “I trust that
you have seen the news.”
“Yes sir,” Chief Russo says with a crackle in her voice. “I have. I’m pretty
sure that the incident must’ve killed Paul Morgan and Darren
Woodlawn.”
“On the contrary,” Lord Fauntleroy interjects. “My insider says that you
already have made contact with the boys. In fact, they’re with you right
now.”
Chief Russo has a look of alarm on her face after Lord Fauntleroy said
what he said.
“Consider this your early retirement Melanie,” Lord Fauntleroy adds.
“Such a waste you are.”
With that said, Lord Fauntleroy disconnects the call. Then Chief Russo
slowly puts the phone on the receiver with her facial expression
unchanged.
“We have a mole in the NSA,” Chief Russo says. “They know that you
boys are here.”

“Who could it be,” Darren asks.
Before Chief Russo could answer, Tristan barges into her office
unannounced. This catches her and the boys’ attention. Sylvia has
apparently either disappeared or became invisible.
“Ms. Russo,” he says. “I’ve been told by Division that you must be
removed from the office and to grab your access entry card.”
“So who will be taking control of the NSA,” Chief Russo asks.
“Until a permanent replacement is instated I have been ask to stand in
as temporary chief of the NSA,” Tristan answers.
“You don’t say,” Chief Russo replies.
“Also I’ve been asked to detain the boys,” Tristan adds.
With that said, two brawny NSA security guards enter the office to take
the young boys into custody.
“So you’re the mole,” Paul says.
“If I were you young man,” Tristan interrupts. “I would keep quiet. It
will work out much better for you that way.”
“Why Tristan,” Chief Russo asks.
“Career advancement,” Tristan answers with no empathy or emotion. “I
was just waiting for you to mess up and guaranteed my opportunity by
keeping an influential ally on my side. Plus I knew that if you were gone,
Roger Wilcox would be promoted to your position. So it was convenient

that he ended up in San Francisco where the tsunami would hit the
hardest and he would be out of the way for me to move right in to the
highest NSA position.”
“You don’t know what you’re doing,” Paul interjects. “Do you honestly
think that your ‘ally’ has your best interest? He will use you and then
dispose of you.”
This statement led to a backhanded slap by Tristan to Paul.
“I thought I told you to shut up you little brat,” Paul says with an
authoritative tone.
“You’re a traitor Tristan,” Chief Russo says. “You didn’t only betray the
American people but you betrayed all the people on this planet.”
“Well according to the evening news, you’re the traitor,” Tristan fires
back.
Tristan turns on the television in her office to TRN News.
“Just breaking, it turns out there is betrayal in the high levels of
government as Former Chief of the NSA Melanie Russo has been
relieved of her position and will be held on charges of treason for aiding
and abetting the two twelve year old boys Paul Morgan and Darren
Woodlawn. Morgan and Woodlawn have been captured and will be
taken into NSA custody.”
Tristan turns off the television and then signals to the NSA security to
take Chief Russo and the boys away.

“Get these criminals out of my office and put them into a detention
cell,” Tristan commands of security.
The guards grab the boys and Chief Russo removing them from the
office. As they are all being brought to the detention cell, Paul closes his
eyes, starts trance breathing and psychokinetically triggers the fire
alarm. This catches every one’s attention and all the NSA employees to
start exiting the building. As this is going on this gives Chief Russo the
opportunity to use her hand-to-hand combat skills against the guards to
break free and escape. The boys follow her lead and are able to flee
from custody.
“Who triggered the fire alarm,” Russo asks with curiosity as they were
fleeing.
“I did,” Paul answered.
“But how,” Russo inquired.
“It’s a long story that we don’t have the luxury of explaining right now,”
Paul fired back.
“My car is over there,” Russo says as she points.
They hustle quickly, make it to the car, get in, close the door and Russo
starts to fumble through her purse for her keys. As she is doing this,
more NSA security guards are chasing after them on foot with guns
drawn. Paul begins to close his eyes and trance breathe again and the
ignition starts without a key. This again impresses, but somewhat
frightens Russo.

“Who are you kid,” Russo asks.
“You’re losing focus and we’re running out of time,” Paul replies.
“Drive!”
Russo floors the gas pedal and speeds out of the NSA parking lot. NSA
security guards begin opening fire on Russo’s car with two bullets
hitting it. One takes out a headlight and another shattering the
windshield. However, they successfully escape.
“Wow that was a close one,” Darren asks.
“Okay,” Russo interjects. “Answers, kid. Who are you? How did you
trigger the fire alarm and how did you start my car with no key?”
“I have psychokinetic abilities,” Paul tells Russo. “I can make things
happen with the power of my mind and by trance breathing.”
“I didn’t even think that was real,” Russo says.
“Because you were conditioned to believe that it wasn’t,” Paul fires
back. “That’s what indoctrination will do to you. All the things that you
believed in as a kid you were told to reject. The difference between you
and me is that I never stopped believing in those things.”
“Oh my god,” Russo blurts out. “My daughter! They’re probably going
after her as we speak. We have to get to her babysitter’s house.”
“Does her babysitter watch TV,” Paul asks.
“I would think she does, but what does that have to do with anything,”
Russo asks back.

“Because now she knows that you are the most wanted woman in
America,” Darren answers.
Darren had a point. They couldn’t just pull up to the front door and get
Lily. It was too risky. What they needed was a plan. A good one. And
fast.
Back at Lily’s babysitter’s apartment, the TV is on running the news
story about the west coast tsunami.
“As we keep you up to date on this developing story, we are being told
that the water in the ocean has a high contamination of radiation which
the Fukushima meltdown in Japan has contributed to. So far the
numbers of dead are up to 30,000+ and counting. Also just breaking,
former Chief of the NSA Melanie Russo and the two 12-year old boys
Darren Woodlawn and Paul Morgan have escaped custody and are now
at large. Police are asking for you help in the location and apprehension
of Ms. Russo and the boys….”
Charlotte, a young Irish woman with brunette hair, pale skin, and a
skinny build is watching this news report as it airs. She looks over to her
left to see Lily, a red-headed 8 year old girl, sitting in a corner talking to
herself. Or is she?
“So what’s going to happen to everybody,” Lily asks. Apparently she is
talking to someone but we cannot see or hear them. But apparently she
is getting the answers she wants.

“Can’t we save them,” Lily says asking another question to the invisible
entity. We turn to where Lily is looking to find that who she is talking to
is Sophia, the divine wisdom of the Infinite creator.
“I’m sorry Lily,” Sophia answers. “But we will not be able to save
everyone.”
“What about Mommy,” Lily asks Sophia.
“She will get to you safe and sound,” Sophia assures Lily. “Everything is
going to be just fine.”
There is a knock at the door of the babysitter’s apartment. Charlotte
goes to the door and looks through the peephole to see Paul standing
there. Confused, but somewhat intrigued, Charlotte unlocks the door
and opens it.
“Hey little guy,” Charlotte says to Paul. “What brings you here so late at
night?”
“Well I need to see Lily, Charlotte,” Paul says to her.
Now her interest turns into a sense of alarm.
“Who are you,” Charlotte asks.
After asking that question, a gun cock is heard. It turns out that Chief
Russo is right behind Charlotte, pointing the gun to her head.
“Please do not make me do something that I will regret, Charlotte,”
Russo says to her. “Lily likes you and so do I but I take it that you are
aware of what is taking place.”

“You mean the fact that you are a traitor to this country,” Charlotte
snaps at Russo.
“I’m not a traitor,” Russo fires back. “I’m being set up.”
“Set up,” Charlotte asks with a sort of skepticism. “Why would the
government want to set you up?”
“Because I know who is responsible for the tsunami and what the
purpose of it is for,” Russo says. “Because of this, I’m a threat and have
been deemed a domestic terrorist. But think about this Charlotte,
you’ve known me for ten years and you’ve known my daughter all of
her natural life. You know that I have never lied to you and have always
been there for you like when you were in your freshman year of college
and you got pregnant and needed to secretly have an abortion or your
mom was going to freak out. Well now I need your help. One thing that
you will remember about me is that I don’t like asking for favors. But
this is one of those days where I need an exception.”
“Mommy,” Lily says as she sees her pointing the gun at Charlotte. This
causes Paul, Darren and Russo to look in her direction giving Charlotte
enough time to reach for the desk drawer and pull out a tiny revolver.
However Paul becomes wise to this and psychokinetically knocks the
gun out of her hand. This alarms Charlotte even more who now looks at
Paul.
“What are you kid,” Charlotte asks Paul.
“Boy if I had a nickel for every time someone asked me that…” Paul
said.

“Look Charlotte,” Russo says, directing Charlotte’s attention to her.
“We do not have a lot of time. Federal agents will be breaking down
that door looking for me and looking to grab Lily. Please help me.”
With that said Charlotte grabs her car keys from her pocket and tosses
them to Russo.
“I’ll tell them that you took my car because you knew that they were
tracking yours,” Charlotte says, laying out a plan for her. “This has to
look real so you’re going to have to hit me, to make it look like there
was a struggle. As soon as a half hour goes by, ditch the car because
they will track that as well. From there you’re on your own.”
“Thank you Charlotte,” Russo says giving her gratitude. “And sorry for
what I’m about to do right now.”
Russo punches Charlotte in the face, knocking her out.
“Lily, we’re leaving,” Russo says as her and the boys start wrapping up
and hitting the road.
Once everything was packed and ready and as soon as they were
getting ready to leave, Paul gets a flash revealing that there were
federal agents outside of the apartment building that they were
currently in.
“We need another exit,” Paul advises Russo. “We have company
waiting for us.”
“Hey what about that merkaba,” Darren gives his input. “It works better
with more people.”

“You guys know about the merkaba,” Lily asks.
“Merkaba,” Russo asks curiously and with a hint of disbelief.
“We’ll explain it to you when we get out of here,” Paul says. “Everybody
join hands, close your eyes, and start breathing slowly and deeply.”
Everyone complies and the merkaba begins turns everyone into energy
light specs and they float out of Charlotte’s apartment window.
However, something weird happens. Something that none of them
expected. The four land somewhere that neither of them was familiar
of. What they didn’t realize was that they went back in time. The year
2006 to be exact.
“Where are we,” Darren asks looking around.
“I don’t know,” Russo answers. “Nothing looks familiar here.”
Paul looks on the ground and sees a piece of a newspaper clipping with
the date JUNE 6th, 2006.
“Um guys,” Paul says. The others turn and look at Paul as he picks up
the newspaper clipping and shows it to them.
“I think we have gone back in time,” Paul tells them.
Russo grabs the newspaper clipping from Paul and observes the date.
This causes her jaw to drop.
“This can’t be right,” Russo says. “This has to be old.”
The group sees a young blonde lady passing by. Russo stops her.

“Excuse me,” Russo says to the lady. “Can you tell me what today’s date
is?”
“June 6th, 2006,” The young lady replies.
It was official. They have gone back on time.
“Well I guess you boys and I should wish Lily a happy birthday,” Russo
tells the boys. This catches Paul’s attention.
“This very date is Lily’s birthday,” Paul says catching on. “So we were
brought here for a reason.”
“We need Sophia, Paul,” Darren suggests.
“You guys know Sophia too,” Lily says.
Of course Russo remains out of the loop having no idea who they are
speaking of. “So should I even bother asking who Sophia is?”
“She is the wisdom of the infinite Creator Mommy,” Lily answers.
“The infinite creator as in God,” Russo asks.
“Well I don’t like to use the word god personally,” Paul says. “It makes
me feel inferior.”
“Of course it does,” Russo says sarcastically.
A green prius passes by. As we know, Dr. Reeves, Dr. Andrews, Rita,
Linda and Nick are in that car. Linda looks outside and sees the kids and
Russo outside. This catches her attention.

“Rita, stop the car,” Linda demands.
Rita does what Linda says.
“What is it Linda,” Dr. Reeves asks.
“I see something,” Linda answers.
Linda gets out of the car and begins to approach Russo and the kids.
Paul sees this but also has a look as if he recognizes her.
“Who is that lady coming this way,” Darren asks.
Russo gets a look at her. She starts to recognize who she is as well.
“Oh my goodness,” Russo remarks. “That’s Linda Lee. She was a
conspiracy writer. But if we are in 2006, then she should be locked up in
a mental institution.”
“Well unless we’re in a mental institution right now then she broke
out,” Darren replies.
“Excuse me,” Linda says to Russo. “What time period did u come
from?”
“Time period,” Russo remarks to Linda.
“Your phone,” Linda answers pointing to Russo’s smart phone. “It’s way
too modified to be from 2006. So you must be at least five years later.”
“Eight to be exact,” Paul corrects her.
As Linda is speaking to Russo and Paul, the others get out of the car. Dr.
Reeves and Dr. Andrews approach them.

“What’s going on Linda,” Dr. Reeves asks.
“They are from 2014,” Linda tells the doctor.
Rita hears this and responds. “As in the year 2014?”
“If you guys came back to this time period than 2014 is a mess right
now,” Linda says.
“Well the last time we were there a tsunami hit the west coast,” Paul
said.
“Then it has begun,” Linda says.
“The question is what exactly is ‘it’,” Russo adds.
“The archons are beginning the stages for their total control of the 3rd
dimension,” Paul says. “But they need a massive amount of fear from
humanity to get it going. If I’m right then the tsunami did the trick.”
“The tsunami was just the beginning,” Linda says. “There’s still the
economic collapse, the eruption of all the volcanoes around the world,
the earthquake, nuclear war, it’s all in the cards for 2014. You were
brought here by the infinite creator to stop it. It all stems from here.
Something special happens today that the Creator thought to bring you
to this date.”
“I gave birth to my daughter Lily on this date,” Russo tells Linda.
Linda looks at Lily after she said that.

“Well that makes her a very special little girl then,” Linda says and
smiles at Lily. Lily smiles back.
“So what do we do now,” Darren asks. After that was said, Darren
disappears. This alarms everyone else.
“Darren,” Paul calls out.
“What happened,” Russo asks with concern.
“I don’t know,” Dr. Reeves said.
“I’m not sure,” Linda interjects. “But if I had to guess, Darren either
went back or forward in time. Which means that the archons are
working at top speed in 2014. The timelines are merging.”
“Does this mean that more of us our going to disappear randomly into
other time periods,” Rita asked. Right after, she disappears.
“Great,” Russo says with obvious sarcasm. “Another one disappears.
What are we going to do?”
“Well we first got to find out where Darren and Rita went,” Dr. Reeves
says.
“Maybe Paul, Lily and I could sense for them,” Linda suggests.
Paul seems puzzled by what Linda said.
“I know that you’re an indigo child Paul and Lily is a crystal child,” Linda
explains. “With our combined abilities we can sense them.”

It sounded peculiar, but at this point they needed to do something. So
Linda, Paul and Lily shut their eyes, began their trance breathing,
focusing on Rita’s and Darren’s location.
“I got something,” Lily says.
Everyone focuses their attention on Lily.
“Darren is in the year 2020 and Rita is in the year 1933.”
“Okay,” Linda says. “We’ll split up. Lily, Melanie, and Dr. Reeves, you
use the merkaba to get to 1933 and find Rita. Paul, Dr. Andrews and I
will go to 2020 to find Darren.”
“Are we missing someone,” Dr. Andrews says.
Dr. Reeves realizes that someone was indeed missing.
“Yeah where is Nick,” he asks.
“Nick is in 1963,” Lily answers.
“Well we should have known that he wasn’t around,” Dr. Andrews said.
“We haven’t heard an ‘I hate humanity’ remark for a while.”
“So who’s going to get Nick,” Russo asks.
There’s silence for a few seconds. Then the doctors and Linda laugh.
“Was it something I said,” Russo asks.
“Nick has been a problem ever since we brought him with us,” Dr.
Reeves said. “He’s in the sixties, he’ll be fine. Drugs, free love, hippies.

It was a much happier time. Maybe it will make him a little more of a
loving person.”
There is silence again. And again, the doctors and Linda laugh.
“Okay let’s get to work,” Linda commands. “Everybody knows what
they have to do.”
Linda, Paul and Dr. Andrews join hands, close their eyes and begins
trance breathing. They turn into energy light specs and float away.
Lily, Russo, and Dr. Reeves do the same thing right after.

MEANWHILE IN 2020…..
Darren is getting a good look at his surroundings. There are telescreens
on every building with a picture of an unknown man, known as “the
Beast”. There are also statues all over of “the Beast”. There are also
half human, half machine police officers patrolling the streets. Darren
tries to find somewhere to hide, which he finds hard to do since there
are surveillance cameras all over the streets.
Darren also notices that the people have something different about
them. He noticed that the spark that humanity used to have was gone.
They all looked dead inside. They also are all staring into some form of
technology, be it a smart phone, an iPhone, or a video game player. He
also feels that the vibration in where he is at is extremely low. Another
notable thing is that he sees how people now pay for things. Everyone
has a barcode tattoo on either their right hand or their forehead, which

is linked to an implanted RFID chip connected to a global
supercomputer that keeps a record of everyone’s transactions. But the
scariest part was what he saw next. He saw a lady who’s RFID
transmitter loudly went off which sent two human-cyborg global police
officers right to her.
“Citizen #2020R770 – Melanie Russo,” one of the police officers said.
“You are being brought into custody for thought crime.”
The semi-robotic officers begin to relentlessly assault the future
Melanie Russo and then handcuff her with a special set of laser
handcuffs and carry her nearly lifeless body away to prison.
As Darren gets a look at this, he realizes that he has ended up in a
future timeline where the archons became successful in their agenda.

MEANWHILE BACK IN 1933….
Rita gets a good look at her surroundings. She is confused and also very
frightened. She is trying to get someone’s attention for answers, but no
one seems to be paying her any mind. However, she got her first clue as
to where and when she might be when she saw a huge red flag with a
black swastika in a white circle. She realized that she has been sent to
Nazi Germany.

TO BE CONTINUED IN 2015!

